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Views on Income Differentials and

The Economic Situation

Further Findings from the National Sample

Survey Reported on in Paper No. 56

HILDE BEHREND, ANN KNOWLES, JEAN DAVIES*

INTRODUCTION

T HIS is the second report on an enquiry conducted by the Economic and
Social Research Institute at the request of the Minister of Labour. The
purpose of this investigation was to examine views on income differentials

and income increases so as to provide material for an assessment of prevailing
attitudes to questions of pay and their bearing on the development of an
incomes policy. The enquiry consisted of a national sample survey which was
conducted in the period 25th April to 6th May, 1969. The survey covered I,o84
male employees aged 21 years or over who were selected by a carefully designed
multi-stage stratified random sampling procedure. The interviews, which
lasted about half an hour, were carried out at the respondents’ homes by
trained interviewers.

A first report on this enquiry, published in August i97o,1 presents the
findings with regard to respondents’ views on pay-increases, fringe benefits
and low pay. It also contains technical details of the enquiry, including a copy
of the interview schedule and tables showing the personal characteristics of
the sample. The present report examines further evidence relevant to the
development of an incomes policy.

Since the enquiry was first commissioned, inflationary pressures in many
parts of the world including Ireland have increased, giving new impetus to

*The authors are on the staff of the UniTersity of Edinburgh. Their enquiry was carried out in
collaboration with the Institute, which has accepted their paper for publication. The authors are
responsible for the contents of the paper, including the views expressed therein.

aSee Hilde Behrend, Ann Knowles and Jean Davies, Views on Pay I~wreases, Fringe Benefits and Low
Pay, Paper No. 56, Economic and Social Research Institute~ Dublin, August x97o.
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discussions on incomes policy. Thus the National Industrial Economic Council
once again in February 197o raised the need to develop an incomes policy as a
matter of urgency in its report on incomes and prices policy.~ An Employer-
Labour Conference was then established and discussed,;but "failed to agree on,
proposals for a national framework for a pay agreement wkich would lay
down guidelines for the next wage-round. In October the Government
announced its intention to set,compulsory limits to increases in pay, prices,
dividends, rents, and professionalfees. ’ .... /, ’ " ’ ""’ ~. ’::~ :"’ " : ~ ~~ ’

Acceptance of proposals for an incomes po!icy (whatever. form¯ t heytake) .will
depend on how people see the issues ’involved, and on how much consensus
there is on the objectives. Do people accept the existing income-structure or do
they feel it needs to. be changed? Do they realise the nature of Ireland’s
economic i~i’6blems ? -And d~. the~. appreciate" what,, iS~trt :th6y i can ’play in
reducing them? It is this kind of question on which light is thrown in this
second report which deals with respondents’ perception of the pay-structure
and of the economic situation, with their comprehension of the term "incomes
policy" and with the contribution they thought they cou!d. make to the Irish
economy. The detailed evidence, including all the major tables and their
evaluation, is presented in Chapters I to 4, while the final section summarises
and highlights the most impdrtant-findings" ~ind points up implications of
evidence significant for incomes policy.

:. , ,~-. : ,DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS.,-,:,. :-, i,,-.::;.;,:i ,
,.: . ’ ::,. , : ; ’ "i,’ ," ..’:’~ ;’ ,V; ~,.- ,"" ’ - " ?~;: ~" .,",’.": ’-’ .’:" " ,

¯ Three well .separated and rather .lengthy~,sets~of questions .were. used:,to
explore, respondents’ , ideas 0ffair,pay, it he first of the. topics .to. be taken, up in
tkis report. ,One of these was ,concerned.with views~on differentials :for:,broad
occupational groups,, another: with" views of.appropriate pay for -. different
Occupations, and a third--more personal--with the respondent’s.~views on
whether there were people: at. his place of work who Were~ underpaid.,.~ :i .
:.,The broa~t occupational.~comparison Was,introduced by:a questiomwhich
served the :function:offocussing the. respondent’s attention on the differentials
issueby asking;wkether clerical .wOrkers shOUld be paid, more, the same’, or less
than skilled manual,, Workers.3 The interviewerl .defined.. clerical. Workers .,as
"lower grade (clerical) workers and office staff.’:: :Two~ more specific ~questions
on the~ same issue folloWed,~namely.’~ "How. much do;youy:think skilled~manual
workers , should, be paid pe~ week ?’! : iand ,"How much .do ~ you: : think~, clerical !workers.
should be paid per week?" In answering these two questions 38 respondents

tP~port on imornis and prices Policy, Repo~;t No. 2’7, Nati0n:al Industr!ai" Eq0n;omic �ouncil~,:stationery

Office, Dublin, Febnial-y x97o .... " ........ "’. ..... , , - " .~ ’ .....
SFor methodolo~cal purposes the orderwas reversed in half.the questionnaires so as.t0 ask whether

skilled manual workers"should be paid m0re,’the same or less than"clerical ¢v0rkem. , , " ....
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apparently changed their mind (or contradicted themselves) by giving a higher
figure for skilled workers although previously they had said that clerical
workers should receive more than (or the same as) skilled workers, and in our
analysis the second verdict will be taken as their final response.4 Two similar
questions followed as to how much should be paid to semi-skilled and unskilled
workers and all four sets of answers are presented in Table I. Percentages in
all tables are given to one decimal point, but have been rounded off in the
text to the nearest whole number for ease in reading.J

It should be noted that in answering the four questions the respondents
had to consider first what level of income they thought should be paid to skilled
manual workers and then whether people in the three other types of occupation
should r~ceive a higher, the same or a lower amount. Respondents gave
amounts in round figures but in the following, discussion statistical measures
for the distributions of these figures are given to two decimal points, as will be
the practice after currency decimalisation. The measures have been calculated
to one decimal point, and a nought added for the second decimal place to help
readers to think in terms of either-system, that is of £o. I O as equal to 2/- or as
£o.5o as equal to IO/-. It should be noted that in the context ofrespondents
giving figures to the nearest £, only differences of above £o’5o can be considered
as of possible significance.

The main statistical measures used in this report may be defined as follows:

The arithmetic mean is the sum of the amounts named divided by the number
of observations. "

The median is the value of the item in the distribution which has half of the
observations below it and half of them above it.

The lower quartile is the value: of the item in the distribution which has one
quarter of the observations below it and three quarters of them above it.

The upper quartile is the value of the item in the distribution which has three
quarters of the observations below it and one quarter of them above it.

Table I shows that the answers as to what the four types of occupations
should be.paid per week cover a wide range offigure.s from below £IO to above
£25.:However, if One ignores the "straggling tails" ofthe four distributions,
due in some cases to one or two individuals giving an exceptionally high or
low figure-(the highest being a man who gave £60 for a skilled worker and the
lowest one who gave £6 for an.uflskilled worker), it is found that-the middle
50 per cent of each set of answers (the interquartile range) is represented
by a much Iiarrower range, namely:

: Interquartile range Interval
Skilled Workers £I8.2o to £22"0o £3"8o
CleriCal workers (lower grades) £I5"9o to £20.50 £4.60
Semi-skilled workers £15"10 to £18:5o £3"40 --
Unskilled workers £I 3.7° to £I 6.60 £2.9°

4A further?" 24 men opted out of giving figures for both groiips.



T,amLE I : Respondents’ views On what Skilled manual workers, clericalworkers (lower grades), semi-skilled:and unskilled manual workers
..... should be lOaid tOer Week*

"- "    "i             ¯

Skilled manual :Clerical workers Semi-skilled manual .... Unskilled manual
workers ( lower grades) workers- workers,

Amounts per
week         No. " % NO. % NO. % No. %

£9 and below o.o 2 0.2: 3 ; 0"3 15 z’4
£xo ; .... 2 0-2 x.7 1.6- 9 0"9 :: 36 3"4
£xx : -’ ’~ - x o.x 5 o’5 zo o.9 27 2.5
£-X2 "" " : IX -I’O 34 3"3 °5! Z~’8 : X2X: XI"4
£I3 O’O. I3 1"3 39 3:7 86 8"X
£:14- 15 I-� 49 4"7 lO5 zo.o 175 x6"4
£I5

5 .
77 7"3 I43 I3"8 213 20.2 244 22"9

£I6 ’ : 74 7"0 132 I2.8 i58 15"o 133 v~’5:
¯ £i7 49 4.6 76 7"4 IO5 IO’O 49 4.6
£18 IR8 .,. lO’I I3I I2"7 I57 x4.9 96 9.0
£I9 ~6 2-5 x9 I’8 20 1"9 9 0-8
£20 385 36"5 :238 23"0 I3O 12"3 59 5"5
£2I 15 z-4 6 0.6 2 0.2 _ o.o

¯

£22 51 ::4"8 41 : 4-0 15 1"4 2 0.2
£23 .9 0"9 9 0"9 6 0"6, I o" I
£24 12 I-X 6 0"6 3 0"3 : 2 0"2
£25 138 13- I 71 6-9 21 2-o 6 0"6
£26 and over 61 "5-8 42 4"1 8 0-8 4 0"4

-, . .- - . :

¯ *36 respomients:did not give a figure for Skilled manual workers, 50for clerical workers, 29 forsemi-skilled manual workers
and !9 for unskilled manual workers. The percentages for eachoccupation are calculated out of-the total number of figure
answers:

Details of statisticalmeasures for,this table are presented in Appendix B.
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This finding is particularly interesting, considering the very wide range of pay
which sometimes exists in practice for these occupations. For example, a recent
study~ of 48 firms revealed that the earnings for a normal working week
excluding overtime of 62o maintenance craftsmen in January 1.97o varied from
£19 to £32 per week, the interquartile range being £22 to £28 per week.

Another interesting finding is that the arithmetic means and medians for
the four types of occupation as well as the lower and upper quartiles all come
out with the same rank order: the figures are highest for the skilled workers,
second come the clerical workers, third the semi-skilled and fourth the un-
skilled, which is why the occupations are given in this order in the table. The
arithmetic means are slightly higher than the medians, but rounded Off to the
nearest IO/- (£0.50) or £ they are the same for three of the four occupational
groups, and enable us to deduce the average differentials between the groups,
which were as follows:

Mean and median Differential
Amounts per week Means Medians

Skilled workers £20 ] :
£2 £2

Clerical workers (lower grades) £ 18

Semi-skilled workers (Mean) £16 lOS. (Median)£I6 t £i IOS. £2

Unskilled workers ~15 t £I Ios.

One further interesting feature to note in Table 1 (as well as in Table 4)
is the point that certain figures are found to be more popular than others;
particularly 15 and 20, but also 14, I6, I8 and 25.6 Thus the mode, the most
frequent single figure given in the four distributions, was £20 for both skilled
and clerical workers, and £I5 for semi-skilled and unskilled workers. But only
in the case of the skilled workers was it given by more than a quarter of the
sample, namely by 37 per cent, a figure suggesting a considerable agreement
on £2o for skilled workers, especially as this figure coincided with the mean
and the median.

Did all the respondents hold the same view as regards the relative positions
of the four occupational groups? To find0ut, paired comparisons of the views
on fair pay for the four occupational groups were carried out by computer
which examined for each respondent whether he had given a greater, the same,
or a lower amount as appropriate pay for occupation I as compared with
occupation 2, and the numbers falling into each category were then counted.
Since the questions asked how much the workers in each of the four types of

5Basil Chubb, Final Report of the Commission set up, in accordance with the settlement terms of the maintenance
craftsmen’s dispute, March I969, mimeographed copy, June I97o, p, 6.

6Compare similar findings discussed in the first ’report, op. cir., p. 58.
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occupation should be~paid~per~:week, this~analysis~fulfill:ed the objectiv6:0f
dividing die respondents,into~those wh6, considered ~th at the comparison group
should receive more pay,: the same~pay oriless pay: per~weekthan the reference
group: ’:It~thu s tprovided: the same ~ type~°of information: as the: question as, to
how manyresti0ndents considered-thatd6Hcal workers shouldbe paid more, the
same or less than skilled,manual:workers,~i wkich: i had been used in the; first
instance to focus the respondents’; attention~bn;the differentials issue, ~However,
this:approach~also provided cohaparative material~for other occupafions.: "’

In. fhis connection the .fact: th~tt 557 ~ respondents: -indicated , that skilled
workers Should getmore thanclericM workers means, of:c0urse that557, ttiodght

that clerical workers:should get less, than skill6d workers:~It~is therefore!not
necessary to reproduce the-.less.-answers so. that: Tab e:.,. 2 (~) sh0ws. ~ the
percentage of respofidents wh0igave!-higher:figures for fair, pay :for one occupa-
tion compared with~ another (that is the ’-’more" entries)~;and Table"2~b)

completes.the picture byshowing the percentage of respondents who gave the
same fig~ire’(6r, fair pa~"(o~’an~ tw0 groups.

TABL~ 2: Analysis of:the comparison of the amounts named as appropriate pay:fo? skilled
manual workers,~cl~al workers (lower grades), semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers

(a)

Column z
Oecuphtional~Group

,. , Percentage ~ of.. respondents: . indicating./~ that:~ t~ : occupational
group in "Column z should get MORE pay than the Occupational
groups mentioned below:

.:f i ")’;’~ / ) ~i "

Skilled Clerical Semi-skilled Unskilled
workers ~ : - . : ~ workers .: ~.: : : .. workers ~ :.~ :

workers

0                                           0/~

90.8

Semi-skilledwOrkers’ ’ ~i :, ;0.6’:’ "’ ’ /:~3"5 ’’:: ",
Unskilled,workers .~ .... 0.3 : ;-~.,i:- .: 5"3: "":" ~ . i-6"’ ~., , ’* .... ~.:

Percentage of, respondents indicating, .that the .occupational
Column z ~ ’ ~ioup in COiumnzshoula g~t ~he SAME kay iis thi oC~pati6nal

: groups montionedbelow’:’::~ :::~ ’ ::: ~ ’ ~ ~ ..... i

.... Skilled : i- :. L,: Glerlcal ~ ..- Seini-skilled Unskilled
., i ...... , workers.     .workers ¯ ~:~ -workers     , :workers . _

: O//o " ’~o
36"o

SEE *
FIGURES ABOVE~~

DIAGONAL~:- ,..,,,

Skilled workers;
Clerical workers
Semi-skilled workers
Unskilled workers

- ~’.

8;0
~I.O

8.
13"3

~9.8
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Table 2 reveals with one exception a-very high level of consensus on the
relative positions in the pay structure of the four occupational groups. Thus
the vast majority Of the sample were agreed that skilled workers should get
more pay than semi-skilled workers or unskilled workers; and that lower grade
clerical and semi-skilled workers should get more than unskilled workers.
However, there was considerable dissension over the position of the clerical
workers. Only just over half the respondents (51 per cent) hel’d the view that
skilled workers should get more pay than clerical workers; 36 per cent of the
sample considered that they should get the same amount and a minority of
8 per cent held that clerical workers should get more than skilled workers.
There appeared also some doubt as to how semi-skilled workers should stand
in relation to clerical workers, although a majority of 60 per cent placed
clerical workers first.

To ascertain who were the dissentient groups the answers were related to
social grade,~ which is at the same time an indicator of respondents’ income
level, and the findings are presented in Table 3.

This table shows that the vast majority of the respondents in the four social
grades were agreed that skilled workers should get more pay than semi- or
unskilled workers and that clerical and semi-skilled workers should get more
than the unskilled.

By contrast, in the comparison between skilled and lower grade clerical
workers we find that in social grade C2 (representing mainly skilled workers)
a majority of 6i per cent gave higher figures for pay for skilled men, and in
social grade CI (intermediate non-manual workers) there was a split, 4I per
cent of the men were in favour of skilled workers getting more and another
4I per cent indicated that they should get the same amount; interestingly
enough only a minority thought they should receive less. In social grades
AB and DE there was also lack of agreement in that just over half in each
group thought skilled men should get more and just under half the same or less.
As regards the position of the clerical workers vis-a-vis the semi-skilled, it
emerges that the majority awarding the clerical workers more was greatest in
the non-manual Social grades (just under 7° per cent) and smallest for social
grade DE where the majority was only 53 per cent.

Further information on views about differentials was obtained from a
question put later in the interview. This question asked for views on fair pay
for eleven occupations; a list of these occupations with instructions and spaces
for filling in answers was handed to the respondents by the interviewer who

~A description of the method of social grading used in this survey, as well as particulars of the income
classification, is given in Appendix A, also a table showing the relation of the two variables to each
other. This illustrates clearly for instance that 8o per cent of the respondents who earned more than
;~3o belonged to social grade AB and 86 per cent of the respondents who earned less than ~I2 per
week belonged to social grade DE.
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TABLE 3 : Respondents’ social grade related to the comparisons of the amounts named as appropriate
¯ [ ? " ~,payforthefour~ccupaiiona! groups .

" :~ : " : :     Sodal grade
¯ ,, AB, ~ CI C2 DE

: - : N-Cz68-N=Jr68 N=258 N=49o

Figure given for skilled’ workers ’ ’ . O~o ~ ’.~0 " , ~/o:0 - ’ %
MORE thiln clerical:workerS* - : " 5I’~ 4 I’1 60’5 50"2.
SAME as ’,;~, : .... ,, ’ ¯ ¯ 32"7- .~41"1 32"2 7 37"3 "
LESS than ....... , = IO,7 12"5 " 3"5’: ,~7"2

Don’t know ;~ ~ ¯~ , 5"4. - ,5"3. , 3.8 ’, 5"3
..... "" ;" "~ " IOO% "" IOO% "IOO%" "IOO%

Figure given for skiUed workers
MORE than semi-skilled workers 92"8
SAME as ,, .,, - ......... ’ 1.8

¯ LESS than ,, - ,,. :     ~ . :o.o
Don’t know ’ :-5"4,

I00%: IO0%.: -. I00%. ." I00%

Figure given for Skilled wdrkers
MORE than’ unskilled workers . : ’ 94’5
SAME as .... o.6
LESS than ....... ~ o.o

Don’t know ’ : ..... 4:8 ’

i00%’ ’ " 2 ’ " - . ", . ,. 1.00% .:, 100% . ".s I009/0

Figure given for clericalworkers*
MORE than semi-skilled workers

.SAME as , ,, ~ ,,
LESS than ,, ,, ~ >

Don’t’ know

~: 69.6’~ -68’~ 6o.0    53:3 "
.... I6,I~ 16.1;" -:’2o-5~ :. 25"I:.

¯ 8"3 lO"7-’,, ~I4"O I5’9
(6"0, ! 1.4:8, 3"5 ..... 5:7 :

Figure gix, eli for clericM Workers* ° " " .... :-":
MORE than" Unskilled workers : 186:3
SAME’ as " ,, ,, .... " ’: ’:7"I
LESS than ,, ,, : I:2

Don’t know ........ : 5"4

. ~., : i0o% .io0% : 1Qo%, ioo% .....

Figure given for ’semi-skilled workers: - " ¯ ’
MORE than.unskilled workers ~ 85.1 .:~ 83.3 79.8 68.o
SAME as .... lO-1 13"7 17"1 06"7
LESS-than ,,      ,, o.6 o" o i "9 2"2

Don’t know 4"2 3.0 I’2 3"I

:~ ~ " ........ IO0% :i00% "’I00% : "’:I000//0 "~

* CleriCal workers -(lower. grade):
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also repeated the instructions verbally. The list and instructions are reproduced
below.

"Here is a list of occupations, could you write in how muchyou think a man
aged 40 should be paid per week. I mean, if you had a say, what do you think
would be fair?"

Occupation

Building labourer

ESB clerk

Car assembly worker

Electrician

Amount per week, before
tax and deductions

£    s.    d.

° ° ° °. ¯ °. °. ° ° ........

Manager of a factory (employing about i oo people) ....................

Bus conductor

Shop assistant

Hotel waiter

Railway porter

Agricultural labourer

School teacher (National)

The occupations in this list were chosen in consultation with Irish experts in
industrial relations as representative of certain types of job, for instance of
skilled or unskilled work, but also as of particular interest in the context of pay
negotiations. A second criterion which had to be applied was to select occupa-
tions with which respondents were acquainted; this restricted the possible
choice for instance as regarded professional work, where the job of school
teacher seemed to meet the need most adequately. In the list the occupations
were deliberately not in any rank order~ and respondents were asked to think of
a man aged 4o, so that for men on salary-scales it could be assumed that they
had reached the top of their scale. Respondents were allowed ample-time to
fill in their answers.
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It is worth pointing outlthat the response to this question (which required
considerable readiness to co-operate) was very good. Only nine respondents
opted out of the, exercise completely, and the percentage of ~Vdon’t know"
answers for ~individual occupations was remarkably low--ranging from.. 5,8
per cent for the ESB clerk to i "5 per cent for .the building labotirer. Differences
in style of approach found expression mainly in the number of distinctions
which respondents made between the eleven occupations. Some did indeed
give eleven different figures, but many decided to give the same figure for two
or three occupations and sometimes even for more, and some equated several
sets of occupations~ They also differed in the frequency with which they gave
round figures such as 20, 25 and 3o, these figures apparently being.~used most
often where people knew little about actual levels of pay for the occupations:
this was presumably a way of giving occupations an approximate position in
the pay-structure’a ranking= vis-a-vis others.

The distribution of the answers is set out in Table 4, in which the 6ccupafions
have been arranged in order of the descending size of the sample averages
(medians and means) for fair pay for the eleven OCcupations. Thl~ rank order
may thus be considered as representative of the views of the pay-hierarchy Of
thesample as a whole. Frbm~Table 4 the rriedians for ti~’ ~¢iews for fairpay for
the different occupations have been derived and also the numerical differences
between them (that is, the average differential between them):and:these are
set out in Table 5. In studying this table account has to be taken of the different
distances between the levels of the occupations in the list." Onl~r"~two 6f the
occupations, the factory manager and the school teacher, belongto social
grade AB; the clerical worker belongs to grade CI and the ei’ectriciafi~ tO C2;
while as many as seven occupations are in grade DE, the group comprising
mainly semi-skilled and unskilled workers.

Table 5 Shows clearly that from the figures given for, fair pay, the factory
manager (described as employing about ioo people) comes out first in the pay
hierarchy although the sum of~34 IO[- per week, the median of the fair. pay
views expressed by the sample (equivalent to £i,774 per annum) cannot be
said to represent exceptionally high earnings. ~34 io/- however places the
factory manager into, the top ~income-group among the sample ~resPondents,
that is the 12 per ~cent who earned. "~3o or.over’.’, per. week~ Comparison of
the views on fair pay with the actual earnings of the sample respondents
furthen shows that the median amounts, named as fair for teachers, and
electricians fell into the :"over £2o,and up to ~25" income-group,, which
represented the earnings of 14 per, cent of the sample, while the .median. views
on fair pay for the next,five occupations fell’ into the sample’s:middle income
group of "over ~ 16 up to:~2 o" with the bottom three occupations,, at, between
£15 and ~i6, marginally below this.,The average views for, fair pay thus
implied a shortening of the pay, structure based mainly, on bringing the lower
income-groups up to at least ~I5 per week.



TABLE 4: Respondents’ views on what men aged 4° should be paid per week in eleven selected occupations*

Amounts
per week

Factory School Car assembly Bus Building Shop Hotel Railway Agricultural
manager teacher Electrician worker E.S.B. clerk conductor labourer assistant waiter porter labourer Amounts

No.    % No.    % No.    % No.    % No.    % No.    % No.    % ,No.    % No.    % No.    % No.    % per week

£9 and below -- o.o -- o.o -- o.o I o.i -- o.o x o.I -- o-o 9 0"9 I2 1-2 7 0"7

£io x o.i 2 o.2 2 0.2 2 o.2 7 o’7 3 o’3 4 0"4 31 2"9 36 3"5 IO o.9

£II -- 0’0 -- 0"0 I O’I I O’I 2 0.2 3 0"3 3 0"3 9 0"9 io I’O I2 I’I

£I2 I o.I 6 0.6 4 0"4 5 0"5 2i 2.I I5 1"4 33 3"I 72 6.8 lO5 lO.2 8I 7"7

£i3 -- o.o 5 0"5 i o.I 2 o.2 I5 I"5 9 o’9 22 2.1 27 2.6 35 3"4 43 4"I

£i4 -- o.o ii 1.1 2 o,2 2o I’9 33 3"2 54 5"I 77 7"2 9o 8.6 99 9.6 13o I2-3

£i5 ‘9 o.2 ‘94 2"3 19 1.8 67 6"4 96 9"4 148 14.o 218 20.4 169 16.i i68 i6.3 ‘938 22.6

£16 1 o.1 25 2.4 28 ‘9"7 I14 II.o Ii7 II-5 169 i6.o 159 14-9 i6I I5.3 I35 I3.I i66 15.8

£x7 1 o.1 18 i-7 38 3.6 74 7"I 64 6-3 io2 9"7 87 8.i 7° 6"7 57 5"5 66 6.3

£18 7 o’7 64 6.i I26 II.9 169 16"3 I59 15"6 ‘907 I9"6 I75 I6"4 I77 I6.8 i31 12.7 i34 1‘9-7

£i9 I o.I 9 0"9 20 i.9 ‘90 I.9 19 i.9 24 2.3 14 1.3 13 I-2 5 0"5 Ii i.o

£2o 38 3"7 i92 18.4 33° 31.3 316 30.4 ‘914 21-o 22‘9 2I.i oi6 2o-2 i6o i5.‘9 I54 I4-9 x2I II-5

£‘91 3 0"3 I2 1.2 19 1-8 6 0.6 6 0.6 2 0.2 4 0"4 ‘9 0-‘9 ‘9 0.‘9 ‘9 0.‘9

£22 Io i.o 39 3"7 91 8.6 66 6.4 51 5.0 27 2.6 " 14 I-3 13 I.‘9 I4 1"4 9 0"9

£23 6 0.6 17 1.6 ‘99 ‘9"7 I8 I.7 14 I.4 12 i-i 4 0"4 5 0"5 7 0"7 3 0"3

£‘94 6 o.6 29 ‘9.8 37 3"5 21 2.o 17 1.7 8 0.8 5 0"5 I o I.O 3 o’3 4 o’4

£‘95 128 I‘9"4 ‘915 20"7 184 17"4 84 8.I 97 9"5 35 3"3 ‘97 ‘9"5 2I ‘9-0 38 3"7 8 0.8

£26 6 0.6 13 i.‘9 i6 I"5
-- 0"0 8 0"8 ‘9 0"o I O’I I O’I 2 0"‘9 I O’I

£27 6 o.6 13 1.2 9 0"9 8 o.8 x i i.i 2 o.2 -- o.o -- o.o -- o-o -- o,o

£28 i8 I.7 i6 i.5 21 2.o 7 o’7 8 0.8 4 0"4 i o.i 3 o’3 2 o.2 i o.i

£29 5 0"5 4 0"4 3 o’3 i o-I 3 0"3 -- o-o -- o.o -- o.o -- o.o -- o.o

£3o ‘955 ‘94"7 I59 I5"3 6o 5"7 3o ‘9"9 45 4"4 2 o.2 4 o’4 7 o’7 14 1.4 4 o’4

£31 and over 538 5‘9"I i68 i6.i I4 I"3 7 0"7 14 I"4 3 0"3 I o.I 2 o.2 2 o"0 -9 0"2

I0 0"9 £9 and below

37 3"5 ~Io

I3 i.‘9 £i1

I‘90 II’2 £I2

52 4"9 £13

I57 I4"7 £I4

239 ‘92"4 £15

144 I3"5 £i6

45 4"2 £I7

11o Io"3 £18

6 0"6 £19

Io5 9"8 £20

3 0"3 £2i

9 0.8 £‘92

3 0"3 £23

-- o.o £‘94

9 0.8 £‘95

I o-i £26

i o.i £27

i o.1 £28

-- o.o £29

‘9 0"‘9 £30

1 o’I £31 and over

*The percentages are calculated out of the total number naming a figure for the particular occupation. The number of respondents who answered "don’t know" was as follows:

Factory manager 51, school teacher 43, electrician 29, car assembly worker 45, ESB clerk 63, bus conductor 3o, building labourer 15, shop assistant 32, hotel waiter 53, railway porter 31,
agricultural labourer I6.

Details of statistical measures for this table are presented in Appendix B.
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TABLE 5 : Median amounts named as fair pay per week for eleven.occupations

15

Median for men aged Average differential ....
Occupatiov ¯    ’ #o years : betioeen’adjacent medians .... ""

£ .£.
Factory manager. 34.5o) ¯ ,; ~- :, :

t~

9. oSchool teacher 24.80"~

( 4"40 "
Electrician ’ " ’ 2o"4o"~ . " ,: " ~’ " ~ " ~ "

’ ~ ’ ’.- ~ : ~ 0,80 " ; ¯ ’: "’ ~i"
Car assembly worker 19.6o~ . ,~ . . .... :,, .... !:,

: . :" , -, :/" , , .~.~ !’IO:: , . ......... " ’
ESB clerk . . i8.5o*~ - " " .....,

o.00 :
Bus conductor " ,:~" 17"60.~’ .’" :,- :.. .... ’ ~ " " .... : ;’ ’

Building lab6urer~ " , . ¯ ’ :16"7o-] .... ¯ .... .:i ’~’ ~ .:.: -. ,,~ ¯ ! ;!, ,-v’,,. ;~:,~
,~ , ’ " .: ’ -.,/" i.-:0"50 . , ¯ , .~ ...,- ..... ...

Shop assistant " x6.2o~ , ........ ’ ..’: "i,-":
.? o’3o ’ . "

Hotelwaiter .... ’: ’ i5.9o~ ..... " ’o4o’’:~ .......
" : " ’ :!:~’:

Railway porter, .- ¯ , " 1.5.5o~ -, : - :.~ i : " -~..- ’ ...... ::, " , :
? 0"40 .... ;~ i -"", : ":. ~

Agricultural labourer 15" I oj .......

, , o , ., ; ~.~ ,    : .. : . ... ~.

¯ Readers may find i’f interesting to compare, these, figures with:the t~oi]owing
ratess which were current in April/May 1969 when the survey was carried out.

.. ,’ ~ ,

School teacher (married)
Electrician

Car assembly worker

ESB clerk : , ,,

Bus conductor

Building labourer, : :
Shop assistant’ i. ¯

Hotel waiter

Railway porter ,, : , ....

Agricultura! !abourer

;̄.",,:£sper week, ~::,,:

: ," ’" ’ ~ i’8;8o to 35"1o
":" :-’ .... i8.oo

15.5o¯ -., ~;~ ,:... , , .’, , - ~ ~; ~,,..

.......... ~:. ;; I0~5o to 3O.lO‘

I4"2o tO 14"9o
, ,..: .... i2.ooto i4..3o,:,

"’ :(" ; i1"80 to 15.oo

7"9o to I2"3o
¯ I I’6O to 14.2o

11.6o to 12.oo

SThe figures f0rthe school teacher and ihe ESB clerk represent salary scales] the other’ sen offigalres
represent the highest andlowest raies’for eacl~ particular job in’differ:e/it qocatiorm: ,and conditions.
It should be remembered that these figures for’weekly rates of-wages are ,not necessarily~ much of a
guide to actual earnings which are affecfed in many; jobs by overtime, payment by results, .~hift
allowancesand various other factors.’ -" ¯ "-’ ! ..... "’ ’" ..... " .... ’ - " ’ : "’ " :" :’ ~
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This comparison with the current rates shows that for all but the salaried
occupations the medians of the views for fair pay were higher than the then
current rates, especially for locations outside of Dublin. As regards the salaried
occupations, for married primary school teachers the salary-scale was £975
to £I,825 per annum, i.e. £i8.8o to £35.IO per week in decimal currency,
which means that the median of the views on fair pay of £24.8o fell below the
middle of the scale, although respondents had been asked to think of a man
aged 4°, and therefore presumably at the top of his scale. Similarly for the
ESB clerk the scale was £544 to £I,567 per annum, equivalent to £io.5o to
£3o.io per week, and again the median of the views on fair pay fell below the
middle of the current salary scales.

As regards the average differentials which emerge from the sample’s views
on fair pay for the eleven occupations, it can be seen that they amounted to a
total difference of as little as £19.4° between the factory manager and the
agricultural labourer. In addition, the smallness of the average differential
between the shop assistant and hotel waiter, the latter and the railway porter,
the railway porter and the agricultural worker, all below £o.50 (io]-), should
be noted.

Comparison of respondents’ views on fair pay for the four basic types of
occupation with their views for a relevant specific occupation provides an
interesting cross-check in this context, and the medians on fair pay for similar
work are set out below:

Comparison i
Median

Electrician £20"4°
Skilled worker £I9"9o

difference £0-50

Comparison 2 ESB clerk £I8-5o
Clerical worker £i 7.9°
(lower grades)

difference £0"60

Comparison 3 Car assembly worker
Semi-skilled worker

£I9"6° difference £3.5°
£I6.io

Comparison 4 Agricultural worker £I5. IO difference £o.3o
Unskilled worker £I4.8o

It can be seen that the differences are very small, nearer to IO/- than to £I
for all but the car assembly worker. The tendency to name a slightly higher
figure for the named occupations than for the broad occupational groups is
thus probably unimportant. In fact the consistency in the figures is striking,
considering the two questions were well separated. In the case of the car
assembly worker, respondents may have thought that these are skilled workers
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or they may have been influenced by a belief that car workers generally receive
high incomes, although the current basic rate for a 4o-hour week for car
assembly workers in Dublin was only ~i5.5o.

We may ask next: how far did people in different social grades name different
amounts as appropriate pay for the different occupations? To examine this
issue the answers for each occupation were divided into amounts above the
sample medians, amounts representing the medians and amounts below the
medians, and related to social grade. The findings are presented in Table 6(a)
for the eleven occupations and in Table 6(b) for the four broader occupational
groups. In studying this table it should be remembered that social grade is at
the same time an indicator of respondents’ income level.

Table 6(a) shows a clear relation between respondents’ social grade and the
size of the amount named as fair pay for most of the eleven occupations.
Overall, the higher the social grade the higher was the percentage giving
amounts above the sample medians and, conversely, the lower the social grade
the higher the percentage giving amounts below the median. Exceptions were a
slight tendency for men in social grade AB to give lower figures for railway
porters and building labourers than were given by men in grades CI and C2,
and the answers given by men in grade C2 for agricultural workers.

TABLE 6 (a)* : Respondents" social grade related to the size of amounts named as fair pay for
the eleven occupations

Occupation and size of amount regarded as
fair pay for it

Social grade
AB     Cz     G2     DE

N-=z68 W=r68 N-=258 N=49o

Factory manager (Median £35)**
£34 and below
£35
£36 and above

% % % %
21"4 4I’9 52"I 6o.o
II"7 I2"3 I6"I I3.9
66"7 45.6 3I’3 25"8

Schoolteacher (Median £25)
£24 and below
£25
£26 and above

I6"6 26.9 48.4 55"8
I3"O 23"3 2x’2 22"I
70"4 49"5 30"4 21.9

Electrician (Median £20)
£x9 and below
£20
£2x and above

I8"5 I9.9 i8.8 27"4
22.8 29"7 30"6 35"I
58"7 5°.2 50’7 37"4

Car assembly worker (Median £20)
£ 19 and below
£2o
£2I and above

40"3 39"5 48.8 48. I
°3"6 29"3 30"4 33"2
35"9 3I’o 20.8 I8.8
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TABLE 6(a) 7--Continued ...... , ....

..... Social grade,    ,
AB     CI      C2:,    DE

N--168 N--168 N=258 N=49o

ESB clerk (Median £19)
¯ £I8 and below

£19
£20 andabove

%     ~%      %,
Z

: 3°.o 35"4 54.o
0"6 0.6 1.2

69"2 64"o 44"5

%

60.9
3-1

36.0

Bus conductor (Median £18)
£17 and below
£18
£ 19 and above

¯ 41"6.
I5"3
42.8

46"0
i¯8.8
35"0

46 "9
20"9
32 "3

" . ,

51:o
~0.8

28.i

Building labourer (Median £r 7)
£16 and below
£17                       "
£I 8 and above

53"1

7"4
39:4

42"9
9"Z

47"2

45"5 5°. x
7"8 8.1

47"0 4I:9;

Sh0passistant (Median £16)
£15 and below
£16 .... .
£I7 and above

26’9 28"3: 34’3
7"4 14"5 32"7

65"7 57"2 43" 1

48.6
I4"4
36.8

Hotel waiter (Median £16)
£15.andbelow ., ¯ , :
£16
£17 and above ..

¯ 28.9.1. ’,
....13"0

58"1 . :

37"2 45"5 ,
I2"4 I5"O
5°.0 -39"3

53"1
12.3
34:2

Railway portei" (Median £16)
£i5 and below , ~ ~ ’-~
£16 " .... ~" - " .....
£ 17 and above

50.7, ...43,1,
IO’5 I5"2
38"8 41 "8

44"9~ ’!" 53:7
19"o ’ 161o
36.2 3o’o

¯ ,. :.:

Agricultural labourer (Median £15) .- . ’ :’, ...... : ": ’ ..
£x4 and below : ,,,. 28"7 " 29"7 35:6 ’~, . :41"7 ’
£I5 ~ , 28.2 29"7 I4"8 21.9
£I6 and above 42"8 40"6 49"8 ’ 36"3

*The answers in each group do not always add up to I00~o as some ioapondents gave "’don’t knoW"
answers. , - - ,, ~ ~ :

**As stated earlier,¯ respondents gave amounts in round figures, and for the purposes of this table
therefore the medians have been rounded off to the nearest £ as reference points.

In the evidence for the broader Occupational groups:(Table:6’ (b)), an

additional factor can be seen :tO ’have influenced the answers;¯ this were a
tendency for respondents to name’)slightly higher amounts for their own br a
kindred occupational group. Thus a higher percentage of men in~soclal grade
c i (mainly intermediate non-manual workers) gave: figt/res above:the sample’
median for clerical workers. Men in social grade C2 (mainly skilled Workers)
and men in social grade’DE (mainly semi-skilled and unskilled workers) gave
slightly more favourab[e figures for unskilled workers. By ~0nlmst, social
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TABLE 6(b)*: Respondents’ social grade related to the size of amounts named as fair pay for
the four occupational groups

Occupational group and size of amount named
as fair pay for it

Social grade
AB     CI      C2     DE

N=z68 N=z68 N=258 N=49o

% % % %
Skilled workers (Median £2o) **

£I9 and below 31"8 32"2 28"3 43"3
£2o 32"5 27"9 38"8 36"2
£2I and above 35"4 29.6 32"7 2o’4

Clerical workers
(lower grades) (Median £i8)

£I7 and below 39"3 4I"o 4I"7 5I’2
£I8 I3"I 6"2 I4"5 i3.8
£I9 and above 47"4 52"8 43"7 34"9

Semi-skilled workers (Median £i6)
£I5 and below 42"I 36"2 34"7 45"I
£I6 I2"4 I2"3 I5"2 I6.6
£17 and above 45"3 5I’5 5o’I 38"3

Unskilled workers (Median £I5)

£I4 and below 5I’9 42"6 37"5 43’3
£I5 29"0 23"8 2I’I 2i.5£-,I6 and above I9"I 33"5 4I’5 34"9

*, **See footnotes to Table 6(a).

grade AB tended to give comparatively lower figures for semi-skilled and
unskilled workers, which could be a sign of greater social and occupational
distance or of greater inclination to reward training and skill.

Two separate sets of forces thus appeared to affect the answers given by the
social grade sub-groups. Firstly, as regards the level of the figures in the
hierarchy for fair pay there was a tendency for men in the higher social grades
to think of higher figures as fair. Secondly, as regards relative position in the pay
hierarchy there was a tendency to give somewhat higher figures for their own or
kindred groups or to give lower figures for non-kindred groups, the latter
tendency being particularly prevalent in social grade AB vis-a-vis unskilled
work.

As pointed out, the "kindred type of work influence" was more noticeable
in the social grade analysis for the answers with regard to the broad occupa-
tional groups. As regards the eleven specific occupations only very small
numbers of respondents in the sample belonged to any of these occupations,
the numbers ranging from one ESB clerk to forty-one building labourers (3.8
per cent). Their answers could thus make no significant difference to the
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distributions. However, a check of the answers given by respondents for their
own occupations was made and:revealed no noticeable tendency towards big
divergences from the median amounts named by the sampleas a whole. "

It must not be assumed that differences in the levd of figures for fair pay
given, by sub-groups of.the ,sample imply that these sub-groups are at the
same time allotting different relative positions in the pay-structure. Two
separate types of analysis are used to find out how much consensus there was
on relative positions in the pay-structure. Tile first of these compares the
rank-order and size of the median answers given by respondents in the four
social grades for fair pay,for the eleven occupations and the four occupational
groups and these comparisons are set out in Table 7 (a) and (b).

As already pointed out Table 7 compares the order and size of the median
answers given by respondents in the four social grades for fair ,payfor eleven
occupations and four occupational groups. Taking first the,qUesti0ndf,the
relative positions in the pay-structure allotted by the four sub-groups, the most
interesting finding is the high average level of consensus on the rank=order. Only

TABLE 7 (a) : ReSpondents’social grade related to the amounts named as fair pay for the eleven
occupations medians and differentials between adjacent medians,*’

Social grade
Occupation AB Cz C2 .... DE

Factory manager

School teacher

Electrician

Car assembly worker

ESB clerk

Bus conductor

Building labourer

Shop assistant

£4o’5o-

£30"30¯

£22"30.

£x9"9o.

£20"70,

£18.oo.

£I6"3o,

~t:7.9o.

Hotel waiter . , ~ £17.5c

Railway porter £ 15"50

Agricultural labourer £15.3o

"£3o’5o~£34"8c ~£9"30 £3°’9°’~£6.3o .... £8"20~’£IO’20

£25"5c £24"60’ £~’3o,
,£8"00 ~-£4"8o ,£3.9o ........ £2"20

£"0"70. £20"7°. £2o-xo,
-£2"40 ,£0.80 ,£1.2o ,£o’5o

¯ , ~ £i9;9o, ~ £19.5o .... £19.6o.~ :

,£0"8o " .£o’7o ¯ ¯ ¯ i £I"2o,, .... £I"7°

£70.60, - " i £i8.30 ~ £17"9o, "
,£2.7o: , ~ .£2,.9o ~ "-" £0.60"-’ .£0"5o :’

¯ £17"7o. : , £1.7"7o .., . £17’4o"t , :"
¯ £I’7o .£o.5o . £0"6o : ~ " ~£o’90¯

£17.2o.~ £17.xo, , :.~ :£~6.5o~"    :
.£1.60 .... ~£o.2o .... : .£0.90 ’ " , ~£o-9o

£i2:40~- £I6:2o,’ :’ : :£i5"~6o’~ .. :.£o.,o £i .ao) O?O £x,oUO O
,£2.oo   :o.5o  Zo.oo }.£o.oo¯ £16.o0~ ’ £15.8o~ £r5"3o~_ ¯
,£o-2o ~£o.8o : ~£o’3o i ?£o’40,:

£15"20) £t5"569 . £14.9OJ

Total difference £25"20 £I9"6o £15"4o -£I5"6°

*The differentials where the median amount for the second occupation in the c0mpan~.n was
higher than that for the: first are iinderlined in this table, and thus’highlight the important divergences
of view between the social grades. .... ; .... ", : "’
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TABLE 7 (b) : Respondents’ social grade related to the amounts named as fair pay for the four
occupational groups--medians and differentials between adjacent medians

Social grade
Occupational groups                AB                Cz               C2               DE

Skilled workers
22o.io;2,.8°

22o.oo \c2o.5°

22O.lO;22.oo
219.7o’1

Clerical workers(lower grades)
218"3°5~22.2o 219"5°~22’9o 218"I°~21.6o

2I 7’3° f/’22"4°fSi .5°

Semi-skilled workers 2,6.IOZk
216.6o~21.8o

216.5o ~.c21.4o 215.8o ~2i.oo

Unskilled workers 214.4of 2I’7° 2x4~8o 215-ioj 214.8o"

Total difference 25"7° 25"20 25"00 24"9°

in the case of two occupations does a conflict in the rank-order emerge. This
concerns the position of the ESB clerk vis-a-vis the car assembly worker, and
the relative positions of the building labourer and the male shop assistant.
The median amounts given by the four social grades as fair for the car assembly
worker fell within eight shillings of each other but they differed markedly
for the ESB clerk; the men in social grades AB and CI (both representing
mainly non-manual workers) gave figures which ranked the ESB clerk above
the car assembly worker, and the men in social grades C2 and DE (both
representing mainly manual workers) gave lower figures for the ESB clerk,
thus placing him below the car assembly worker. For shop assistants the median
amounts for fair pay given by social grades AB and C I were higher than those
for building labourers, whereas the median amounts named by social grades
C2 and DE were lower for shop assistants than for building labourers. It also
emerged that on average the men in social grade AB placed hotel waiters £2
above railway porters while the men in grades C2 and DE did not make a
distinction between the pay for these two occupations.

Scrutiny of the amounts of the median answers given by the respondents
in the four social grades for the top and bottom occupations in the lists (and
of the average differentials between medians) shows up interesting cases of
agreement and disagreement. For instance, as far as the median views of
the social grades were concerned there was a high level of consensus on the
amount appropriate for the floor of the pay-structure, namely the unskilled
workers and among them the agricultural labourers; for them the medians all
fell within a few decimal points of each other, and overall £15 may be said
to emerge as the average view of all social grades. On the other hand, the
fair pay views for the occupations given top ranks in the pay-structure showed
marked differences. For instance the median amount named as fair pay for the
factory manager by men in social grade AB was £io more than the median
amount named by men in social grade DE, and for the school teacher it was
£8 more. Correspondingly the differences between the medians tended to be
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TABLE 8 : Comparison of the amounts named ~ a]Opropriate pay for the eleven occupations

Should get more Factory School Electrician Car ESB i Bus Building ~ Shop : Hotel Railway Agricultural
pay than -+manager ¯ teacher: assembly ~ clerk conductor labourer assistant waiter porter labourer

__ ~ .... ~ , : ,. : worker ~-

% % : % % %: °]o ! ; % % % % %

Factory manager * 76.x 9i76 -, 92"I 9x:4 93.7
7._- 93~.9 93.8 92"7 93"6 94"3 :

Schoolteacher ,5"9 * 6i.x 75"5 , 76"7 : :~ 84"8/ -, :!84~6 .~ 89"6 87"8 .... 9x’x 9x’3

Electrician 0.9 x8.4 -X- 59q 6I.[~� 83"2: ~B7’3 : 88.8 :85-x 9I"o- 92"5

Car assembly ~ , ~ : ¯ :-
worker ’ 0.8 8"4 3"8 ~ .~35:o ~ 55.3.: [64:3. 69-8 68.6 77"0 80.8

ESB clerk 0"4 :5"5 12.i 28.8 -x-" ~ 49"7: ¯ 57"3 ¯ ~ i 65"9 66"4 7I’5 74"4

>

0
o
>

Bus conductor 0.3 ,~ 4"4 3~3 ¯ 3 I-7 2o-I -1~ 40.4 46"6 :5x’5 59"8 67"5

Building labourer 0"5 5"x I’9 8"7 , x7.5 22.6[ *.: ~ 40"6 44:8 : 48"2 56"5

Shop assistant o.i i.4 b:8 - 6-8 8.6 , i2"5 )¯27:4 ~ 35"3 4°.8 50"9

Hotel’waiter 0"3 . x.9 x_’7 7"3 .... , io;2 ~: -5 I7"6 / ,:25~3 ~i" 23.0. * 32"7 45"3

Railway porter 0-2 : 0"7 0"5 2"3 : /~,6;4 _ 75.3
~x3,1 i9.o 2i.9 * i 38"7

labourer , o.2 I-8 0-5 3"4 , 2"4 7"7- 7,i x9.i r [23:3t [[i’ 19.4 ak

¯ [[’- _: . [" - .
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Should get same Factory School
pay as ---~.manager teacher

.t

ib)

Electriciah Ca� ESB- Bus"
¯ assembly clerk ,. : conductor

:" worker " ’
7 ""

:Building 7. Stop. Hotel, " Railway
lab, outer ’" assis(ant WaFter’ ,, porter

Agricultural
labourer

0

1
I

Factory manager

% %

t 2"3

%    - % % . % %
.... i

2"5 x’3
::
:0"8- - 0"6 ":

OJo. " ""~/0

0.6 0"5

% %

0"6I’O 0.5
School’teacher ~ i6.i ~--. io-8- ii-3 6;4 ’.: -6:~ :, 4:2[ ~. 4’4 3/6 2.8

’ ’ ’" fl -Electrician - ~. 32"7: ~o;5 ,,: io.i. 8-0 7° 6"5~ 8’i,, 4"9 4"I

Car assembly " ..: ~ ~ 7/ "’..". .:
worker ’-’ (~ ;~ 2924 ~8"4 , . ......122i7-, . ’ ~8;4~" I8"I I6"o II-4
ESB clerk SAME FIGURES "~ " 24"0’ ,[I9"6 .... " I9"°" i ’16.o ,,, I5"7 I2.2

Bus conductor AS ABOVE ~ .:! ,34.:i. 2,, ~( 37.2,~ -: 26.4 :: 3:i,.5 : 2i.9
Building labourer DIAGO~Ab7 ¯ " " ¯ "!* -!!/i ~8"9:- .: 25,0 :, 35"8 34"5

Shop assistant " : ..... * 36.3 36.6 26.9
Hotelwaiter " "" ¯ ~’-’"i ." i : i’ ": * 40.3 ¯ 25-6

Railway porter ;- " ~:" : "* 38.8

labourer ’,
:. :7’ ":

0

e~

0

0

10
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higher, the higher the social grade. The overall effect is that the median
views for fair pay of the respondents in the four social grades present pay-
structures of different !engths~ Thuswhile the difference in the medians for
fair pay for the top and bottom occupations given by social grade AB amounted
to £25, it was only just Over ~i5 for social grades C2 and DE. The evidence
suggests that the higher a pers0n’s income the greater are the differentials
which he considers fair at the iup~er end of the income structure.

The second analysisto find ou~ how much Consensus therewas on the relative
positions of the eleven occupations in the pay-structure among individual
respondents used again the method of paired �omparis0nsjdescribed earlier.
Table 8 (a) presents’the percentage of sample respondents who gave a higher
amount for fair pay for one of the Occupations in the comparison, and Table
8(b) gives the percentage of sample respondents who gave)the same amount
for fair pay for the two occupations Which are being compared,

In Table 8(a) the percentages above the diagonal are the important ones--
the higher they are, the higher is the degree of i consensus on:ithe relative pay
positions of the two 0ccupations, Thus the. top ~horizontal line reveals that
there was an extremely high consensus that the factory manager should be
paid more than any Of the other occupations. Except in: the comparison
with teachers, over 9° per cent of the respondents gave Mgher amounts as
fair for him than for the other 0ccupations. Consensus On the position of the
teacher was also very high; over 75 per cent (except in comparison with the
electrician) gave higher amounts as fair for him than for the other occupations.
Thirdly, consensus was Very high as regardsthe position 0fthe electrician,
although a third of the men in the sample gave the same amount as fair pay
for him as for the car assembly worker.

As regards the remaining occupations and their relative positions, the table
reveals evidence of lack of consensusi among them instances already identified.
In particular there are twelve comparisons where the most frequent answers
represented the views of less than half the sample (i.e. less than 5° per cent).
The four occupations about Whose relative pay there appeared to be least
agreement were shop assistants; hotel waiters, building labourers and railway
porters. For instance, 41 per cent of the respondents gave a higher figure
for the building labourer than for ,the shop assistant, but 29 per cent gave
the same figure and 27 per cent less, which means that overall only a minority
put them higher. Again, 36 per cent gave the same amount as fair for the
hotel waiter and the shop assistant and almost the same percentage (35 per
cent)named a higher amount for the shop assistant. While 33 per cent gave a
higher figure as fair for the hotel waiter than the railway porter, a higher
percentage (4o per cent) gave the same figure ~for both. As regards railway
porters and agricultural labourers, the same percentage gave a higher amount¯

for railway ¯porters as gave the same amount for both, namely 39 per cent.
For shop assistants and railway porters the difference in numbers¯ between¯
those giving a higher amount and those !giving the same amount was also
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small. Among the more skilled occupations the most important difference was
that only 35 per cent of the respondents gave a higher figure for the car assembly
workers than for the ESB clerk, while 29 per cent gave the same figure, and
another 29 per cent a lower amount, which means that overall only a minority
put the car assembly worker higher.

This lack of consensus may be due to differences of opinion both between
and within social grades. To locate its incidence the answers for the twelve
comparisons just discussed and for four others were related to social grade
and are presented in Table 9.

TABLE 9: Respondents’ social grade related to selected paired comparisons* of the amounts
named as appropriate pay for the eleven occupations

Social grade .
A B     Cz     (5’2 " DE

N----z68 N-~x68 N=258, N=49o

Figure given for electrician
MORE than car assembly worker
SAME as
LESS than ,,

Don’t know

% % ."%%
68.2
27"5

I’2
3"I

63"7 54.8 54"3
29"2 38"7 34"7

3.0 4"2 5"3
4"2 2"4 5"7 .

Total IOO% IOO% IOO% IOO%

Figure given for electrician
MORE than ESB clerk
SAME as ,,
LESS than ,,

Don’t know

50"o
21 "4
25.0

3.6

43 "4 72" i 65 "9
26.8 i5.9 20.4
25.6 6.2 6.1

4"2 5"8 7"6

Total 1oo% lOO% lOO% lOO%

Figure given t~0r car assembly worker
MORE than ESB clerk
SAME as ,,
LESS than ,,

Don’t know

22"7 22"6 35"6 43"I
30"4 25;0 34"6 27"9
42"8 47"6 23"6 2o:2

4"2 4"8 6.2 8.8

Total lOO% 1oo% lOO% i oo°/o

Figure given for ESB clerk
MORE than bus conductor

. SAME as ,,
LESS than ,,

Don’t know

64"3 66.1 45.0 41.6
19"6 18’4 27’9 25"3
13"1 11.3 21"3 24"9

3"0 4"2 5"8 8"2

Total    , IOO% lOO% lOO% lOO%
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TABLE 9---Gon.~nued      .

Figure given for bus~r/ductor : = : ............... - ...... ’ ......." :: ........... ’
MORE than. shop a~\ lstant, .~ 35" Z 35’ i 47 ’3 54" ]
SAME as . 4o’5 45"2 39" I 32.2
LESS’than L’. ’~,"~ , ,~, ::

,, . 2I’4 17"8 lO"5 8"8
Don’t know"~ " ’ 3"0 I ;8 .......... 3ii 4’9

too%’ i6o%~ i i0o%’~:)’",,Total xoo%, "~; .....;’’ : "

Figur� ~vcn for bin conduCtor i/:~
MORE thafflaotcl w~it~r
SAME as ~ ,, _ .
LESS than ....... ,:.

... .... .

4~’8 44,0 53"1 :,’15~6i!,:,:.,::i
3Po 31"5. 26"4. 23:I:.
22.6 2o.2 15.5 14-7

............ 3"6 ’ 4"2. _ 5"o ...... : 6:I

-- Total IOO% I o~oygi.’; 1 "I’6(~%’~ :]’ I00%., !,:~: ’

Figure ~,en for:Sfiilding t/ib0urer:": -. , i ’ -

MORE than ~sh6p assis~iit i ’ =3"8 =9"8 46" ~ , ~47!’f: : I-
SAME as ,, 26’2 29"2 27-5 30"4
LESS than ,, .......... 46";~ 3§’3 23.6 18.8

Don’t know ~ "~~ 3"6 ’ :~ Y’8 2"7 3"7

Figure ’given for building-labourerl/~" ~:
MORE than hotel .waiter? 23"8 37"5 -48"1 5~’8
SAME as " ,,

¯
28.6 ~6.8 ~5.6 2~’7

LESS than ,, " 44"0 3I"5’ " 21"7 ~- 18.6 ....
Don’t know .... . 3.6 4’~ 476 5"9

Total
lOO% lO0% - i60%-- I00%’ .-

Figure given for building.labourer.
MORE than railway ~rter
SAME as , ,,
LESS than ,,

Don’t know

39"3 40"5 :, , 48"4 ’53"9 :~. :-
43"5 42"8 .i - 36"4 ":3°:4
I3"7 I4"9 I2"8 "I:2:4    "~
¯ 3.’6. _. I’8 .2"4 . 3"3 ....

-Total ’ , xoo% :.: lO0% zoo% Ioo%
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TABLE 9--Continued

Social grade
AB     CI      C2      DE

N=z68 N=-x68 N=258 N=49o

% % % %

38"7 35"3 35"3
36"3 35"3 35 "3
20.8 23.6 23"3

4"2 5"8 6.I

Figure given for shop assistant
MORE than hotel waiter 32" I
SAME as ,, 4i.i
LESS than ,, 23"2

Don’t know 3.6

Total IOO% 10o% lOO% Ioo%

Figure given for shop assistant
MORE than railway porter
SAME as ,,
LESS than ,,

Don’t know

58"3 53.0 34"9 33"7
3I’5 34"5 38"7 37"9

6"5 IO’7 22"5 24"3
3.6 1.8 3"9 4"I

Total ~’ I0O~/o I00°/o IO0% I00%

Figure given for shop assistant
MORE than agricultural labourer
SAME as ,,
LESS than ,,

Don’t know

63"7 60"7 46"9 45" i
24"4 23"8 28"7 27"9

8"9 13"7 21"3 23"3
3-o 1.8 3.i 3"7

Total ioo% ioO~/o ioo% ioO~/o

Figure given for hotel waiter
MORE than railway porter
SAME as "
LESS than ,,

Don’t know

53"0 38"7 25.6 27.6
36.3 36.9 46. x 39.8

7"I 20"2 23,6 26.5
3"6 4"2 4"7 6.i

Total IOO% IOO% I0O% IOO%

Figure given for hotel waiter
MORE than agricultural labourer
SAME as ,,
LESS than ,7

Don’t know

64"2 57"1 39"I 39"2
2i.4 i8.5 29.i 27.8
IO"7 20"2 26.4 27"3

3"6 4"2 5"4 5"7
Total lOO% lOO% lOO% lOO%

Figure given for railway porter
MORE than agricultural labourer
SAME as ,,
LESS than ,,

Don’t know

34"5 45"2 37"6 38"6
47.0 33"3 39"I 37"7
i4.9 19.6 20.2 20.4

3.6 1.8 3.I 3"3
Total IOO% 1oo% IOO°/o IOO%

*The comparisons selected were those where there was least consensus on relative
positions.
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Table 9 shows up first of all that for thetwelve comparisons where less than
5° per cent ofthewhole sample had agreed on:the relative positions
of the comparison occupations, there was also lack of agreement in
the majority Of cases within each social grade. One exception was in
the comparison of the ESB clerk with the bus conductor where, as far
as social grades AB and CI were concerned, a two-thirds majority c0nSidered
higher pay appropriate for the ESB clerk than for the bus c0nductor. Also a
similar majority in grade AB and a smaller one in grade CI gave a higher
figure for the hotel waiter than for the agricultural labourer. ~

Secondly, it canbe seen from Table 9 that some of the men in social grades
CI (intermediate non-manual workers) and C2 (mainly skilled workers)
showed a tendency to name higher figures for their own 0Ccupatiofi when this
was compared with another. Thus a noticeably higher percentage of respondents
in social grade C2 (72 per cent)than in the other social grades gaye:higher
figures for the electrician than the ESB clerk. In the case of the men in Social
grade CI the cqr!~esponding percentage was only 43"4 per cent. Also,a greater
percentage of the men in social grade C2 than ingrades CI and DE gave a
higher figure for the electrician than the car assembly worker, probably
because they were more conscious of the skill differential. Fiirther, a higher
percentage of men in grade ci placed the ESB Clerk above thecar ~:ssembly
worker and above the bus conductor than of the men in the other social grades.
Further, the evidence suggests that men gave slightly higher figures for kindred
work, namely in the case of men in social grades AB and Ci for non-manual
Work, and in the case of men in social grades C2 and DE for manual work.

The third--m0re pers0nal-question about fair pay i%r differ~ri(6ccupati0tis
explored the respondents’ ideas on inequities in the pay-struCtUre 10f ’the
organization for which they worked by asking: "’Is there any group of people where

you work who youfeel get less pay than they should?" On this the replies revealedthat
nearly half the respondents considered that some of the employees at their place
of work were underpaid. Thus 533 men (49 percent of the sample) felt that
there were people at their place of work who received less pay~ than theyshoiild,
while the majority of the remainder (45 per cent)~said that tl~y: id!dl not
think there were any and a small minority that they did not know whether
there were any.-The respondents who felt that some people were underpaid
were further asked: "What job are these people in?, This foll0w-up question
produced a variety of responses~ many different occupations being named, often
related to very specific job situations. The most important finding was that
about a third bf the 533 men mentioned their own~j0b, thus ai~parently
expressing discontent about their own pay and their own position in thepay-
structure. However two.thirds of the respondents mentioned different jobs
from their own, thus expressing concern for fellow~employees.

To discover the reason for~ thinking that a group of people at their place-of
work were underpaid; the 533 men,:were asked: "Why do yOU feel they (i.e.
’these people’) are underpaid?" To this the answers may besummarised as follows:
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Number of Percentage of
Answer respondents 533 respondents

Cost of living I99 37"3
In comparison with other people 98 i8.4
They work so hard/do a large amount of work 55 IO’3
People in their job are usually underpaid 25 4"7
They work long hours 24 4"5
They do unhealthy/dirty/dangerous work, where

pay is usually higher 23 4"3
They are not paid enough for the responsibility

of their jobs 23 4"3
They have had a long training/education 18 3"4
They have no chance of promotion; promotion

is too slow i8 3"4
Their work is not appreciated I2 2.3
Other reasons 38 7"I

533 Ioo%

These answers reveal the interesting finding that the most frequent specific
statement made for considering that certain people were underpaid was "the
cost of living"--a reason concerned more with the level of pay than with dif-
ferentials or equity. This view was voiced by 37 per cent of the men asked this
question and was given considerably more often than the reason "comparison
with others", an answer given by I8 per cent of the 533 men. Most of the
remaining answers gave specific work factors as reference frames, which were
either factors connected with compensation for specific conditions of work, or
factors warranting rewards for specialist contributions. Overall, compensation
for hard work, long hours, and unpleasant and trying features of the work
situation was considered inadequate by 24 per cent of the men asked this
question, and rewards for responsibility or education and training by 8 per
cent. The comment by x 2 men that the work of some of their fellow employees
was not sufficiently appreciated suggests concern about the management’s
attitudes to individuals.

Next, respondents’ views on whether anyone at their place of employment
received less pay than they should were related to their occupation and age,
and this evidence is presented in Tables I o and I I.
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TABLE IO" Respondents’ age related to their views as to whether any people at their place of
work were underpaid*

Respondents’ age
2o-29 3o-39 4o-49 5o=59 69=69

Answer to question:
"Is there any group of people where

you work who YoU feel get less pay than
they should?"

go % % % .... ,; , ; . : . ¯ .,       . . ....
Yes                                 5I’6

54"9 49"2 45"6’ 37"1

No -- 42"I 4I’6 45"6 ,~ 46"6 .... 52"4 ~:,,
Don’t know 6"3 3"5 5.o 7.8 I o.5’, ’," , ~ , ,’ . .’:: .i’,i " ,’ , ~ i~ ,’,!i .’~’ "

¯ " Total IOO% 1oo% zoo%">i ’I50% ’ ~1o~3°/6’

a~(=254 ~N=255 aY~-259 ~N~2o6, N:---= lO5

*There were 5 respondents who did not give their age. ’ , . , :.

TABLE Z I: Respondents’ occupation related to their views as to whether any people :at : their
place of work were underpaid . , ~ .... : ~       :

Answer to question:
"Is there any group of people
where you work who you feel Non,manual
get less pay than they should?" workers*

Manual workers
Skilled Semi-skilled Unskilled

% % %       %
Yes 45"5 51.8 . 6o’o 39"7
No : .... !46"1 ~ ’43~o: ~ 37’6 ;’ 53"9’: ;
Don’tknow ~, ...... 8"4 ¯ ,~5"2!:!: :,:i ,: 2"4’,~ , ~’:6’4,~ ~ ’, ~

...... Tbial ’’ :io0% ioo% i oo,°/o,. , lOO%
.......... N=32 z N=249 , N=nIO" N=232

*Non-clericMjtini0r non-manual workers "were not included in tl~is �~teggry bUt were £i_a sin d"a’s
"Other" together with i~ersonal ie~ice Workers and rr/e/iibe/’s,of the Ai’filed Forces. See. Appendix~ B
to first report, op. cit.i " ,, . ;" , ~ : .,,: ,:, : . . ,,. ,:, :~ ’ , , . ; : ,: . ,:," : " .! ,:

........ ’ " ’ ,answer~Tabie;’i’3 indicates’thi~t the 3o"39 ’age grot/p ikerelmost’inciined ~o~ ’ ’~::
,iye i, W                                                       to, ansvcer no, orS t/tie men in the 6o=,69 age group Were most inclined         " "
"don’t know". Table i I shows that ofthe,f0ur occupational grQups semirskil!ed
manual ~orkers were most ready’t0 name a group of w0rke?s whom ~}[ey ifelt
to be underpaid, and that unskilled workers were least )ikel~ ’t0 name a group.i

An" additional finding was that a sliglltly laigiier ’perCentage ’,of manual
workers (! 9 per cent) than of non-manual workers: (I 3 per cent) named their
Own job; and th.at..a higher percent.age0fmanual workerS;(~ }i per ~ent)ithan
non-manual workers (I3 per cent) gave the cost of,living .as’ a:.reason for
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their view. The manual workers were also more inclined tO mention com-
pensation for hard or unpleasant features connected with the work,situation,
these being instanced by 14 per cent Of them as comparedwith 5 per cent of
non-manual workers. The latter were slightly more inclined to talk :about
inadequate rewards for responsibility, education or training (6,5~ per cent as
compared with 2"7 per cent); they were also the main people to mention
promotion. On "comparability" however there Was hardly any difference,
with Io per cent of the non-manual workers and 9 per cent of the manual
workers giving this reason.

CHAPTER 2. VIEWS ON THE ECONOMIC SITUATION.

TO explore the respondents’ views on th~ economic situation they were asked
one personal and one general question. The personal one and the distribu-
tion of replies are set out below: ,,

"Thinking about yourself, would you say that you can afford a better living today
than a few years back, or about the same,.or a poorer living?"           -- .

Answer ,

Can afford abetter living
Can afford about the same
Can afford a poorer living
Don’t know
No answer

Number of
":: respondents

- 559
333
182

8
2

" i,o84

Percentage "of"
xo84 respondents:

5I"6
3o’7
I6"8

0"7
0"2

IOO%

These answers reveal the interesting finding that, while only just over half the
respondents felt that their standard of living had improved over the last few
years, a third considered that it had remained the same and 17 per cent felt
that their standard of living had deteriorated. This view of the way standards of
living had developed may be compared with other answers. For instance, as
just discussed, the cost of living was:the most frequent reason given for con.
sidering that certain groups of people at the respondent’s place of work received
less pay than they should, Another finding was that a third of the respondents
gave the cost Of living as a reason for expecting their next pay-increas~ tO be
larger than the previous one.9

This suggests that a considerable proportion of the sample felt that increases
in pay were notkeeping up with risirig prices. It can be argued that the per-

9See first report, op. cit., p. 16.
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ception that pay ,is :not:keeping~ pace with the rising cost Of living is likely.t0
lead:to, demands for biggerpay-increasesi~and some evidence to support this was
found when the~ansWers,:onxespondentg’ present standard:of living Were related
to their, expectations regarding the’ size of their next pay-increase. This showed
that a higherperqentage i(57 per cent)of, the ffien who expected their nextpay
increase to be larger than o£the,men who expected:their nextpay increase to be
smaller: (99 per, cent) thought: they had. a,better~ Standard,of livifig than. in:the

What were the characteristics of the men who considered tbat; they had a
better or worse standard of living than in the past? To find out, the answers
were related to the respondents~ social grade, occupation and income, all of
them interrelated variables, and the results are set out in Tables 12, 13 and 14.

TABLZ: I2 :,:Views ~ :by Ttspondents in different income groups on~,their aandard of, liviizg.*

Respondents~ Imome Group, ~s:per week~

I2 and Over x2 Over x6 Over 20 Over 25 Over
" .Under, up to x6 "Up toab 5up to~25" "upto 3o 30

% % %
Can afford abetter living 32"6 ¯, ~43"i 53"6
Can afford about, the same 4x~I , ~,:-" 35"4 29"4
Can afford a poorer living 24.0 2o.8 I5.8
Don’t know,, no answer ~’3" 0"7 x.2

% % %
65.4 69-3 61 "4
2o.9 :,: 2I"3 26.0

x3"x 9"3 tI.8

.... 0"7~     0"o 0"8

Total xoo% IOO~/O IOO% IOO~0 " ~I:00~/0: : "IO00//~
N=io9 N--288 N=~65 N=I53 ~N=75 N--I~7

*There were 47 respondents for whom no income data were available.

T~mLZ x3: :Views given by:respondents iri different~ social grades on their, standard of living.

Answer ¯ :: . Respondents’ ,social gradeAB
Cx. ¯    C~ DE

Can’ afford, a better Hying : ""     ~ ~6x’3 56"5. :-: ; 55.8     44.3
Cart afford aboiit the same :: " " 25"6" 3’1"5~:i" : :~7"9:’ 33~’7
C~anaff6l:da i~rer living ~" , :7 Ii;3 i!.3’- : i51.9 " ~i-0 _

Dor/’t Idiow, no answer ..... ’ ::-’~x"8 ~:; ":~::o-6 ’f ~ 0"4 I’O

k . Total    ,¯ I00% : IO()’~/O .... . IOO~/O" "IOO%
N=I68 i N=I68 N=258 :N=49o
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TABLE 14 : Views of respondents in different occupational groups on their standard of living.

Non:manual Manual workers
Answer workers Skilled Semi-skilled Unskilled

Can afford a better living
Can afford about the same
Can afford a poorer living
Don’t know, no answer

% %, % %
60. i 55 .o 48. i 40 "5
27"4 28’5 32 "9 35"3
IX"5 I6"I 18"6 22"8

0"9 0"4 0"5 I "3

Total zoo% lOO% lOO% zo0%
N-~32z N~249 N----2Io N=232

The tables show clearly that there were considerable differences in the replies
of the better-offsections of the community compared with those from the poorer
sections. Thus a sizeable majority of respondents in ’the high income-groups and
in non-manual work, particularly social grade AB, considered that they could
afford a better living than a few years back, while a sizeable majority of the
respondents with an income of less than ~i 2 and of the unskilled workers did
not feel that their standard of living had impr0ved--indeed about a quarter of
them felt that it had deteriorated. Of the skilled workers and the sample’s
middle income-group (£I6-2o)over half considered they had a better living
than before, but of the semi-skilled workers just under halfth0ught so, and of
those earning between ~i2 and £16 a week, 43 per cent.

An additional finding was that the oldest age-group, men of sixty years and
over, had a less favourabie view orthe situation thanthe other age-groups. Only

44 per cent thought they had a better living in 1969 than in the past. Some of the
implications of the above findings will be discussed in the final section of this
report.

Meanwhile, we turn to the other question in this area which was formulated
to explore respondents’ ideas on the general economic situation. ’For this
objective one crucial economic subject area was selected, namely that of
problems connected with the Irish dependence on exports. The pilot studies had
suggested that this topic was the one most suitable for our purpose, especially
as the question finally selected appeared to present no problem of communica-
tion as far as vocabulary was concerned; the wording was generally Understood
although the complexity of the issues raised was not necessarily appreciated.

The choice was a two-part question about the prospects of Irish exports. It
was anticipated that the set of answers would show up two things: firstly,
whether the outlook was felt to be favourable or not, which would in itself give
an indication as to whether the men felt greater and more efficient work effort
was needed in Ireland (part I of the question), and secondly, whether the respon-
dents were aware of the problems posed for Irish exports by rising costs, or in
other words of the importance of competitive prices for the Irish balance Of
payments (part 2 of the question).
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Par(i of the que.~tionread: "D6you.think~t will’be~ome moig didffiailt to sdl Irish

goods abroad in the nextlew years ?" i Part: c0 s, iste d Of ?Ze n-  ded follow-up
questions, onepUttoH~epeoplewho’~/~s~ered yes ,namely WhydoyouthinkitwiU
become more d~lt?"(" and)-the other :’}b"tile .people who. answered;-~’no", namely
"Why’ do you think:it will not.~ecome more all, cult?" The replies tO the first question
are set, out belov):

" : " ¯ " "~" : ": Number Of i~ ~i~::~erc@tage 0y!I-;9841.
" Ques}ion Ar~wei respondenti’,;’, irespondehts .,-:

Do youthink it.WiU ¯become more ..... Yes ..... 52 r ...... 48".L
difficult,to sell Irish,goods abroad No,~ ~ 456 ~, i 42. I
in thenext few, years?: . . " ;:Don’tknow IO7 9"9

I,O84 Ioo%

The replies: show, that just under~ hMf:the respondents: thought .that Irish
exports, w0u!drun into" difficulties in ,the, next few years, F0rty-two-per cent bp
contrast were optimistic about the-furore: 0f, Irish ~xpQrts, w..N!e ! o per.cent did
not express an:opini0n. It-would thus appear tllatjust over halgthe respondents ....
did not see the maintenance of!reiand’s~ position in world .markets as a problem
which,required special, effort!..What information emerged from the ,answers ’,to
thefo!low-up questions which, are presented in Table ~I,5~ : : " :       " ’’~.

TABLE i 5 f ~.~°ns~giv’en ~by: ?espo~nts~ f°r " tMnkliig li~ W~idd ~or ~ :~duld nO t:be[ome :rfi’oie
,,: ~’~diff~lt’,to sell iri;h: goods ;abroad in :the ~tte’xt few years. (a) .... ’~ .::, ¯’’ °~:

Follow-up questxon to yes ~ response : Foll0w-up question io,"no, response put
put" to’~5~ i ~resi~6riden~s~: :-"’ W J~Yl do ~y0u"" i t6 456 re~pondent~si~ ~ Whfi ’do ybli think it
think ,t w~ll become more cliff.ill? . ¯ ’ Will iwt:beco~’md~d:ffiffNlt?" " " ’ ¯ "

< ~<, , : " Pgr’centag’eof": .... ?-:. ~ i . i:.,<~ . ~:--~" ¯Percentage of
Answer r’" :I ~O84 ,~1 . "’: ?,Ai~swer,~ ,    : :~ ¯ I;oSz~ , :1

respondents respondents
" 0

Keeiiercompetition’ . ’ ’ ~x3"9 - ’gki~o~is:ar~]mpriSving ...... ’5"~
Riiing ’cdsts aridprices :::: ::.io;~ .~ ; Irish ~ pfic~s shSfild- ",~ be       ’~

.... , .... i:able.to hold tfie{r bwn i-6 :
Qualitg of.goods inferior -:,.’ 6~(~.) = .... Quality of goods ....

I6"8.................. ~ " . lmpr0~v!ng .... ,

Prodktction medl0ds/,, ..... - Production methods . - ’
skills in~dequat6 ’~ . 4"5 ~! : ’1 ~ ir/iprova)ig’ ’ "" . " 4"5 "

Marketing techniques " " ,’ ....... ¯ ...... : Marketingteel4fiiques .... ." " " -
inadequate : i .318 ..... �"-.-improving : !::’:~~, ...... 6.6’ ’

The, Common Market - ,-~,; 6.4- ; ..... .The Common Market. ~.- 3"°:"!
Other answers including: - - ~ ..... Other answers including ¯ ,

3.0 " ..... "Don’t know" 4"4 .... ¯"Don’t know" ~: . , ....... ,o.,.; ..... :::, ........

Total .... " 48% ’ ’ Total: i ..... ~¯ ..... 42%

(a) The xo7 men (9’9 per cent) who answered "don’t know",to the main,question
are not inclUdedin this{able. " . " ¯ ..... " ~    :- :’, ~.’ ~         ¯ "

(b) A further 2. i per cent of thesample~wh0se maiii answer Wiis "keener competi-
tion" also said that the quality of Irish goods was:inferi0r.       "    "
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The two sets of answers in Table 15 provide some interesting comparisons,
although none of the answer groups represent large sections of the sample. Thus,
the most frequent reason given for considering that Irish exports would run into
difficulties was that competition would become keener,, a view expressed by 14
per cent of the sample; this contrasts with the view of the 5 per cent who said
exports were improving. The most frequent answer of the men who did not
think it would become more difficult to sell Irish goods abroad was that the quality
of goods was improving, a statement made by 17 per cent of the sample. How-
ever, 8 per cent of the respondents expressed the view that the quality of Irish
goods was inferior. Ten per cent of the men identified rising costs and prices
as a factor which would make for future difficulties while a small minority of
less than 2 per cent thought that Irish prices should be able to hold their own.
Further, exactly the same number of men said production methods were
adequate as inadequate. More men said that marketing techniques were im-
proving than that this was a problem area. Also more of the people who men-
tioned the Common Market thought of it as a factor which would make export-
ing more difficult than not.1° Although the size of some of the answer groups
is small, the choice of factors mentioned is interesting; in a way the mention
of marketing and profltmtion techniques for instance shows sophistication.

However, on the main issue as to how far respondents were aware of the
major problems affecting exports and the Irish balance of payments, the
findings show that only a quarter of the respondents named keener competition
and rising costs as factors which would make it more difficult to sell Irish goods
abroad. Another 15 per cent criticised production and selling aspects which are
contributory factors but not the crux of the problem. On the other side, as high
a proportion as a third of the sample painted an optimistic picture of Irish
export performance and these men thus showed little awareness of the dangers
for the Irish economy posed by inflationary forces in !i969.

What then were the characteristics of the people who held such opposing
views and who gave such contrasting explanations? To find out, the views of
manual and non-manual workers are compared in Table 16.

The sub-totals in Table 16 show first of all that a higher percentage of non-
manual than manual workers considered it would become more difficult to sell
Irish goods abroad. They show secondly that non-manual workers were con-
siderably more inclined to say "yes, it will become more difficult" than "no",
while the percentage of manual workers who said "yes" was fractionally smaller
than that saying "no".

On this issue examination of additional evidence also revealed important
differences within the manual group in that a higher percentage of skilled
workers saw difficulties ahead than of semi-skilled or unskilled workers. Skilled
workers were also found to be more inclined to say "yes, it will become more
difficult" than "no", while semi-skilled and unskilled workers were somewhat

1°Respondents tended just to say "the Common Market"; where they were more specific, getting
in or not getting in was given as a reason for either of the views.
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more inclined to say "no" than"yes"; moreover, about one-fifth ofthe unskilled
men said "I don’t know’.’.

As regards the reasons given for eXpecting difficulties,, it appears that the

TABLE X6: Manualn and non-manual workers’ views on prospects of Irish exports

.N’on-manual Manual
workers workers

(a) Selling abroad will become more
difficult

Reason %-

Keener competition 17;8
Rising costs-and prices " x5"9
Quality of goods inferior 3"4
Production methods/skills

inadequate 4"7
Marketing techniques inadequate 5"3
The Common Market ,7~8
Other answers inchiding "Don’t "~

know" " " ~5

(b) Selling abroad’ will’ n0t~become
more difficuff

Reason

Exports areimpro~Ang ’ ~ ’ :
Irish pricesshould, be able to hold.

their, own           , , - ....
Quality of goods improving [ :
Production methods improving
Marketing techniques improving
The Common Market
Other answers including :"D0n’t~

know"

(c) Don’t know whether it will become
more difficult

Total

%
12"~

T7
7"5

" ,57"4

3"4

I4.6 - .

3"4
9,o

:; i.9

3"7
37"6

5"o

I00°/o
N---:321 .,

4"6
3"o,
5"9 - - ; ¯ [

¯ 2.9,
?:

, 43"8

6;i

[ "7:
17"7

5"I

.... 5"4      ~
’3 "5

4!8
....... 44"3

I2"0

1oo%
N=69 r

UThe percentage breakdown of answers from the manual group was as follows:

Yes, it will become more difficult
(to sell Irish goods abroad)

No, it will not become more difficult
(to sell Irish goods abroad)

Don’t know whether it will become more difficult

Total

Skilled Semi-skilled:.
workers workers
% %
49"4 .... 42 "9

42"2 48"6

8.4 8-6

IO0~/O IOO%"

N=249 N=2IO

Unskilled
workers
%

38.8

42.2

I9"o

IO0~o

N--232
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one really important difference which emerges is that a much higher percentage
of the non-manual workers (34 per cent) than of the manual workers (2o per
cent) said "keener competition" or "rising costs and prices" would make
exporting more difficult. The non-manual workers thus showed considerably
greater awareness of some of the major factors which influence the success of
Irish exports.~

Next, Table 1 7 examines whether there is a relationship between respond-
ents’ age of finishing full-time education and their answers on exports.

TABLE 17 : Respondents’ age of finishing full-time education related to their views on Irish
exports.

Respondents’ age of finishing full-time education
14 or under       I5-16          I7-I8       19 or over

(a) Selling abroad will be-
come more difficult

Reason
Keener competition 12"2
Rising costs and prices 7"3
Quality of goods in-

ferior 7"3
Production methods/

skills inadequate 4"5
Marketing techniques

inadequate 3"3
The Common Market 4"9
Other answers inclu-

ding "Don’t know" 4"2

% % % %

i2.2 16.8 i9.5
9"5 II’5 20"3

7"7 2"4 4"9

4"3 5"3 4"I

3"7 3.8 5"7
8.o 6.3 6.5

,i .8 3.8 0.8

43"7
(b) Selling abroad will not

become more difficult
Reason

Exports are improving 7" I
Irish prices should be

ableto hold theirown o.9
Quality of goods im-

proving 16.7
Production methods

improving 4"5
Marketin.g techniques

improving 4"9
The Common Market 3’5
Other answers inclu-

ding "Don’t know" 4"5

47"2 49"9

4.0 4"3 3"3

1.8 2"4 1.6

i9.o i7.3 io.6

4.6 5’3 3"3

7"7 7’7 8.1
3"I 1"4 3"3

4.0 5.8 3.2

6I "8

(c) Don’t know whether it
will become more diffi-
cult

42. I

I4"I

44’2 44"2 33"4

8.6 5-8 4"9

Total lOO% lOO% 1OO% IOO%

N=425 N=326 N=2o8 N=I23
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The sub-totals in this table reveal ’the important finding:that men with a
longer ~ full-time educatiolx were ~more’ inclined to feel! it- would become more~

difficult to seli Irish goods abroad than the men with~ less education. Thus,: of
the men who were 19 years old or over When they finished their’full-time
education, a ’majority of 62’. per,cent considered thatit would become more
difficult to sell Irish goods abroad as compared with only 44 per cent of the
menwho ~left school ~at the age of 14 .or. under.: :: : .:.

As regards the reasons giVen for !expecting difficulties, an’even :greater differ-
ence is revealed.in the ,percentages. mentioning, keener c0mpcfition and rising
costs and prices than in the previous table. Thus 4° per cent of the people who
had received the longest education gave one of these reasons; compared with 28
per cent’0fthe men who finlshed their edu’cafiSn at the age of 17 or 18, 22 per

¯ cent 0f those leaving school aged. 1’5’ or 16, and"20 per cent of those with, the
shortest education. The men who had received most educati0n thus appear to ,
have been considerably more aware 0fthe, dangers which inflafionar, y forces ’-
present for the Irish balance of payments than the men who had not received so
much education ......, ~    .:/:.,’, . :~ ’ ,":

:° :: 4, ,.. :’. ,

CHAPTER ’3; INTERPRETATION OF’:THE~TERM ’ "," "

"INCOMES POLICY’,’.-: .

Turning now to the topic of incomes policy and the meaning given to the
term by.the survey resPondents, it is important to stress that !ncqmes policyin
the Republic of Ireland at the time of our survey in April 196§was still in a
comparatively early stage of development; however the cas~ for an ]nc0mes
policy had been publicly acknowledged and principles for it laid clown bY’i the
NIEC.~2 Since tile date of our survey events have taken place,:which llave led
once again to detailed discussions of. the need for fan incomes policy, and of
possible institutional arrangements for supporting it; NIEG irfitsi §70 Report on
Incomes and Prices Policyx3 reaffirmed the objectives of its earlier report and the
need for action, the Employer-Labour Conference~ has :.been (dlsqussing ~a
national: framework pay. agreement for the next wage round, and the Govern-
ment has stated its intention to give statutory support, if necessary, to an
incomes and prices policy.     ","

12 l"National Industrial Economic Council, Report on Economio Situation 1965, RepOrt No. I i,Stationery
Office, Dublin, Nov. 1965, pp. 7-IO and 37-49.                                                ’

l~NIEG Report No. 07, op. cit.
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It is however clear that at tile date of this survey Irish income-earners had
not been exposed to an incomes policy to the same extent, as, for instance,
income-earners in Britain where various types of official Government policies
of income restraint have been in operation since 1948. It can of course be
argued that there has been a tacitly accepted incomes policy in Ireland inso-
far as biennial wage-rounds have become institutionalised--a point which is
borne out by the finding in this research that the phrase "general all-round
pay-increase" was understood by all but a, handful of respondents in the
survey. Furthermore, in four of the eleven wage-rounds which had taken place
by September 1968, national agreements had laid down formulae which set
a maximum for pay-increases; at times therefore Irish income earners seem
to ha~e had the experience of a ceiling on increases. :         :

However, on the role and objectives of an incomes policy in Ireland the
individual’s major sources of information in April 1969 would appear to have
been the then available literature and ongoing discussions. In their 1965 Report
the NIEC argued that at least three things were necessary if the continuity of
Irish economic development was to be assured and that one of these was a policy
for the planned development of incomes. They reported:

"Incomes policy has both an economic and a social purpose, it is a
fundamental requirement for achieving the output, employment and
export targets of the second programme; it has also a most important role
to play in securing a mol:e acceptable relationship between different
categories of income."

"... The minimum objective Of an incomes policy is to ensure that
aggregate money incomes rise at a maximum rate which is consistent with
maintaining competitiveness and avoiding excessive pressure of demand.
An incomes policy is not an instrument designed to prevent incomes from
rising. Our concern, which is shared by all income receivers, is to ensure
that in future increases in the total of money incomes will not have
inflationary consequences involving (inter alia) an erosion of the real value
of the increased money income."

"... The first principle on which an incomes policy must be based is that
increases in total money incomes must be related to increases in national
production."

How far has this NIEC statement and subsequent discussion of incomes
policy and the issues involved been noted and understood by the country’s
income-earners? To assess this, respondents were asked the following set of
questions: firstly, "Have you ever come across the term ’incomes policy" ?" and secondly,
if the reply was "yes", "What does the term ’incomes policy" mean to you?" The first
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question served the purpose’ of~identifying the-men who felt they had never
heard the phrase and, revealed :that 6ve~ half the~ Sample Sald~:they~had"fle,cer
heard it--in itself an important findingS: The’ open-ended foli0w-tip question
tried to ascertain how far those: men iwho’ had heard the phrase: Were able tO give
it a meaningfulinterpretation:, and ,gave, rise to a wide. variety ofansWers.
Scrutiny of these showed that some respondentsgaVe a’ reasonable description
of the objectives of an incomes policy (in lithe With:the ’NIEC statement) ; others
gave less precise but relevant, answers; still, other men’were decidedlY vague
though not wholly irrelevant in their ~ responses, and :finally there -were-people
who were unable tO give the iterm any meaning at all. This finding suggested
that a four-fold classification Of the answers,, based ontheir meaningfulness;.
would be appropriate.ThedistribUtion 0fanswers within the four categ0rieh to
the question: "What does the .term "incomes policy" mean to.you?J." is presented

it ’opp0s e .... :. : .... ,~ . ,. ~ . , :,. : . .
The. answers show very c!ear!y that at the time of the Irish sample: survey,

that. is in the spring of I969, the great majority of the resp0ndents,,namely 73
per cent, had.either never heard the term "incomes policy" or were unable to
give it a valid meaning; an.additional 7, per. cent had,0n!y’extremely .vague
notions as to what the term inv01ved.. This means that only 2o per cent of the
men gave the term. some meaning,, and only a small minority of 7 per cent can
be c0nsidered’,as ha,¢ing~ been wel! informed on the subject. This finding is
particularly iriiportant in the context of the current discussions. ,on incomes
policy in Ireland; it suggests :that in .!969 male employees ~had little idea as to
what incomes policy meant and it highlights’ the-communicati0m problem
which exists on this¯ matter.

The fact that there are serious communication problems in this area, was
ShOwn’ up:in a B~itiSh Stud~i" in ’Februaryi’i9~6 when :the .~st.’ majority of a
representative sample of the British nlale and female popUlation W~s’ found to
have little idea of t’he �0nten(0f~the: Labour Government’:S lbng:te:rm incomes
policy which had been in force for over a year at~ the tinie ’bf the SUr;Ce~: Thiswas all the more strikin~ :as the Labour G0vernm~nt’s incomes’ p0ticy wag not

the first policy of its kind in Britain; there had been Official policies of wage-
restraint in x948 and I96x and" the Conservative Government’s "guiding
light" policy of x962, putting forward a n0rln of 2½% per year for income-
increases, which was raised to 3t% in x962. This was succeeded by the Labour
Government’s norm of 3-3½% for inc0me-increases which was: in:force at the
time of the survey. Furthermore, successive gOvernments had repeatedly
stressed the need to keep income-increases in line with productivity increases
so as to halt inflation and price-increases.

In the British study, the,respondents in the: sample were asked to describe
(in their own words) the Government’s incomes policy, and the answers were

14See Hiide’.Behrend, Harriet Lynch and Jean Davies, A’Watioi~al SurveyofAttitudes. to:lnflaiibn and.
Incomes Policy, Occasional Papers in. Social and.Economic Administration No. 7, Edutext Publications
(i966), Section VII, p. ~5. The Brltish research is’spor~ored by the Social Science Research Oouncil’:
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Categorization of answers to questio~z"
"What does the term "incomes Policy’ mean to you ?

Group A--Well informed

Clear answers showing that respondent
understood the objectives of an incomes
policy e.g. :

"Policy to relate incomes to produc-
tivity"

"Keep rises in incomes within scope of
gross national productivity"

"Country tries to steady its inflation by
keeping increases to 2% or 3% per
annum"

Group

(a)
B--Less specific but relevant

Answers mentioning control of income
or income increases, e.g. :
"Policy laid down by Government to control increases"
"Controlled pay rises"
"A set pay scale for a given job for a

given period" 9° (8.3%)
(b) Answers mentioning objectives in the

field of social justice, related to need, e.g. :
"A policy to determine a living wage for

all types of workers" 35 (3"2%)
(c) Answers mentioning objectives in the

field of social justice, related to what is
fair for particular work contributions, e.g.:
"The Government works out a policy

that the worker according to h!s ability
gets paid a set rate" I2 (1"1%)

Percentage of
Number of 1,o84
respondents respondents

76 7.o

I37 12.6

Group C--Vague but not wholly irrelevant

Answers such as:
"Rationalization of incomes"
"It relates to employment productivity"
"Relating incomes to jobs"

Group D--Irrelevant, meaningless or "No
anszoer31

Answers where respondents had never come
across the phrase or were unable to give it any
valid meaning, e.g. :

"I have heard it but don’t know what it
means"

78 7.2

793 73"2

I,O84 ioo%Total
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categorized with the help of a four-fold classification which was similar to the
Irish one. The evidence for the sub-group Which comprised metiworking full-
time is of greatestinterest here and for thelnthe ’C0~l{’~aHsoh w~th the irish
survey is set out below:

Type o3< answer Irish Survey I969 British Survey 196615

% %

~, 7.o . . ~ 1.5.O

I2"6 " ! : I6"6

7"2 I5"O

or ,"n0 .- ~, ..... . :~ --
73’2", ..... 53"2

ioo% ’:~ io0%
.... N__x,o84~

N--5I3
:f:t% ....

.’ . , . - ,

Two main findings emerge from these figures. Firstly, the majority of the
British male respondents (as many as 68 per cent) wer~ ~)ery illlinformed as
regards incomes policy. Over half w~re un~bl~ to d~sdHbe tile. i~01icy oylto give
it a valid meaning and 15 per cent had,only extremely vague notions as~to what
it involved. However, 15 per cent ’c~ the, men,gave:clear and Well informed
descriptions of the British incomes policy and another 17 per Cent gave clear
but incomplete descriptions.

Secondly, the comparison with the Irishsurvey shows thai ~i higher p6r:
centage of the British respondents than of the Irish ones was well:informed even
although in both samples only minorities were found to,be ,well informed.

In terms of the content of the answers in categories A’, Biand (].some interest-
ing differences emerged between the Irish and the BHtistl sampies. F6r "" .... instance,
the Irish respondents were more in cl!ned to mention~prg~uctiyi’ty in rela-
tion to incomes policy with few mentions of prices, whereas the British tended
to speak about prices rather than productivity. Only a minority .in both
surveys mentioned the three variables~incomes, .prices~ind.~iProdud~ivity,
and their inter-relation. A sizeable proportion of the British respondents showed
a tendency to associate incomes policy with, wage.freezes rather’than with the

16F0r the more detailed British evidence see Appendix C. The British survey was’ conducted three
years before the Irish orie, in x966. E~-en allowing for that time interval, the British sample may be
considered to have had more experience of incomes policy than the Irish one.

Group A--Well informed

Group B--Less specific but relevant

Group C--Vague but not wholly irrelevant

Group D Irrelevant, meaningless
answer)~
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long-term goal of a planned growth of incomes based on a norm for income-
increases. By contrast, some Irish respondents gave answers describing features
of phased agreements suggesting that these could be interpreted as an incomes
policy, but a pay-freeze was hardly ever mentioned.

Who then were the people who were well or little informed? To explore this
question, the answers were related to social grade and education (for which
figures were available for both surveys), and to the Irish respondents’ occupa-
tion and the location of their homes. The findings, which revealed a number of
striking differences, are presented in Tables 18 to 2I.

TABLE 18 : Interpretation of the term "incomes policy" by respondents of different social grades
in the Irish and British surve us.

Type of answer ’

Group A Well informed[

Group B Less specific
but relevant

Group G Vague but not
wholly irrele-
vant

Group D Irrelevant,
meaningless or
"no answer"

Total

Irish (x969) male employees

AB Gx G2 DE

% % % %

25"6 xo’7 5"0 0.4

28.o 2o.8 9"7 6.I

x9"°     8"9     4"7     3"9

27"4 59’5 80.6 89.6

ioo% ioo% ~oo% ioo%

British (x966) men working full-time

AB GI 6/2 DE

% %     %     %

34"6 2o.o 9’2 9"5

x9"8 no.o i6.3 i3.3

x6.o i5.6 i7.4 ii.4.

29’6 44"4 57" i 65.8

N=I68 N=x68 N=258 N=49o
ioo% xoo% ioo% Ioo%
N=8z N=9o N=I84 N=I58

TABLE I9: 2~4anual and non-manual workers’ interpretation of the term "incomes-policy".

Non-manual Manual
Type of answer workers workers

% %
Group A--Well informed i9.o i.9

,, B--Less specific but relevant 24"9 6’8

,, C--Vague but not wholly irrelevant 14"0 4"I
,, D--Irrelevant, meaningless or "no answer" 42"I 87.3

I00% I00%
¯ Total N =3~ i N =691
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TABLE 30-" R~spo~nls’ age of finishing full-time education related to their interpretation of
-: ~ , the term "’incomes policy"!6 ~ , . -.

,, Respondents’ age of finishing full-time education
Type of answer . i ,. .... , . " , ¯ ., :

’ ’ .... " .... ,~’. 14or ,I55I61,<~ ."172!8 [ I9, :,.
, : ~ ~’    ’:t’.’ ~ ~’.’ :under ’ ’~ or over ’

"0 "" 0, , /o , ./o      o
Group A Well informed ...... " " ’ ’ 1.6". , ’ " 3"7 "    10.6

,, : B--Less specific but relevant ’;’6 .... H"7 .... " :I9"7
,, C--Vague but not wholly

. , ,., .irrelevant,, .                -,~,         ,,- :,         ,. 2:8 ,,..’ .. 5"5, ,:,, .... 13"o
,, D--Irrelevant, meaningless Or’ 5 ’i ", ~. ~, " , :,

"no answer" " ....... 89"9‘ ’ :- 79"I ..... 56"7 "

°//o ,,
~8"5
27.6

;IT’I ¯

Total ’
I00% "IOO~ I00%
N----425 " N=326 , N----2o8

ioo%
N=x23

TABLE 21 : Location of respondents’ home related to their interpretation of the term "income s
poli~y". . ,

Type of. answer Dublin

County Borough
or other area ~ Urban Rural
(population over ’ (3,oo0~- ,(SOO-

IO,OOO) IO, OOO) 3,000)

Group A---Well informed .     ,.
,, B---Less specific but relevant

,, C Vague but not wholly
irrelevant

.,, D--Irrelevant, meaningless or
"no answer"

%
I I"4

I4"5

9.6

64"5

%
2""’

i3.2

6.6

4 %
4"5 4"2

I2"3 6.6

5"8 2"4 --

77"478.o 86.7

. IOO% IOO% I00% IOO%
Tota!. : N=49o N-=273 N=x55 N-=I66

" ....The corresponding figures for the x966 Brmsh sample of 5 x 3 men working full-time were as follows:

Type. of answer Respondents’ age of finishing full-tlme education*
15 or under .     x6 and over

Group A--Well informed
,, B--Less specific but relevant ..... ""

,, , O---Vague but not wholly irrelevant ~ ,
,, D---Irrelevant, meanlngle~ or "nO answe~"i,

*5 men did not glve the age at which tlle~iShccl’thclr educatlon:.

~0, ’ . ~0
Io.9 27.x

": I7"7 ’ : .’ 13~6

, x5"2 t5"o

56"3 ....... 44"3

ioo% ioo%
N=368 .. ~’ N=x40
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Table 18, which relates to social grade, shows a clear relationship between
respondents’ social grade and the quality of their answer on the meaning of the
term "incomes policy"--a finding which holds for both surveys. Thus the
highest percentages of well informed respondents were found in Grade AB,
representing professional workers, senior and middle management, and higher
civil servants; and the highest percentages of uninformed men were in social
grade DE, mainly unskilled workers. A higher percentage of the men in social
grade AB in the British than in the Irish sample were well informed. However,
in the British sample the majority of the men in grades C2 and DE, and in the
Irish sample the vast majority, were unable to give the term "incomes policy"
any valid meaning. The occupational breakdown for the Irish sample in
Table 19, like the breakdown into social grades, brings out the difference
between the answers from non-manual and manual workers, and the combined
evidence suggests that non-manual workers have a far better understanding of
the term "incomes policy" than manual workers. Particularly striking is the
interrelated finding of a very close relationship between education and answers
to the incomes policy question. Thus it can be seen in Table 2o that the longer
the education the respondents had received, the higher the percentage which
was well informed and vice versa. (A similar finding held for the British
sample.) The size of the community in which the respondent lived was also
found to be related to the quality of the respondent’s answers as is shown in
Table 2 i.

An additional and related finding was that 63 per cent of the respondents
who were well informed on incomes policy considered that it would become
more difficult to sell Irish goods abroad as compared with only 45 per cent of
the respondents who could not give a meaning to the term incomes policy. This
suggests that a better understanding of the export problem is likely to be found
among people who also know something about incomes policy than among
those who know nothing about it.

CHAPTER 4. RESPONDENTS’ PERCEPTION OF WHETHER AND
HOW THEY COULD HELP THE ECONOMIC SITUATION

For an incomes policy to be effective it is not only necessary that people
should understand its objectives but also that they accept that the objectives
are important and require their support. Thus one can argue that an
individual’s co-operation can only be won if he considers the measures
necessary and feels he has a contribution to make. But does the individual feel
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he can �ontribute:to’:the,solution of economic :problems such:as,difficulties in
the export, spherd:or~ the’ problem~ of rising costs’ and pric6s, or does :he feel
caught Up in:an4nexorable pr6cess of,rising living costs--a: victim of circum-
stances over which~h6 hasno control? ,: ),=,~ -~:, ,’ :: r ,- :

T0(explore ~people’s percePtion of what: contributi0n;:,theyl :felt they could
make towards Irish prosperity, .two sets-of.more pers6na!,,questions were
included in the survey, One fairly general’ and,0ne related,t0 their work.

In the/general:qQestion,pe0ple, were-first asked:::"Oo :~ou think you can do
anything: to,help our~ economic ;situation yourself?" The,people ~who.~answered ’,’yes"
Were :then- asked~ "What can you do ?" ! and those~ who:answered "no", "Why. do

you think you Xanizot do anything ,to help.?’’~ The distributi0rf of replies to the first
questiori:is set,out,below:~     -: ..............

,~ : ,~ ~ -~ " ,~ , .~,, .: " Number of. ~ Percentage of¯ Question:i’,, i./ rAmwer :, respo,ndents:,,~ i,o84 resPondents

Doyou think you:can kto ~nything to=~,-:-’;Yes : ....... ::445 ’~’: .... 4I’I
help:our economie.situati0n~yourself?; , No., i/! ~i’~547 .-,:~-~ 5o;5

Don’t know~ ~, 92 - 8"5

These answers reveal that half the respondents said that they could not ’do
anything to help’ the economic Situation and :a~ further 8.5 per cent: were not sure
whether tlley could:,help or ~rtot, which’means ~that in all,w majority of 59 per
c~entdidnot see any way:inwhich they Could. contribute to the improvement, of
the country’s economic, situation ;:however; 4:I, per cent of~the respondents said
that they could make ~a: positive~contribution. It~ is ¯difficult ~to:judge whether~
this represents a Very unfavourable pictureor not; and it~is therefore ,interesting
to compare the distribution with that for answers ~to the s£me quesfior/s given
by respondents in a British sample surveyx~ conducted at the same point of time
as the Irish one. The relevant findings are set out below:

Question Answer

Do you think you can do anything ~to Yes
help the ec0nornic situation y6tirself? No

.- Don’t know

Number of Percentage of
respondents 685 respondents

~x6 3I~5 -
’4o4 ’~

-
59.0

: 65 ~ 9"5

685 ioo%
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Of the. 685 British m.en who were working full-time, a majority of 59 per cent
felt that they could:not do anything to help the country’s economic situation,
with an additional 9-5 per cent uncertain as to whether they could do anything,
suggesting that a sizeable majority of just under 69per cent did notsee a way
in which they could help. Only a minority of 31.5 per cent replied thatthey
thought they could make a contribution. The picture which emerges from the
British survey is thus noticeably less favourable than the Irish one.

What sort of contribution did the respondents in the two surveys who gave a
positive answer think they could make ? The replies to the open-ended follow-up
question envisaged three types of action: some people said they could contribute
through their work, others felt they could do something as consumers by
buying home-produced goods or by saving money, and still others mentioned
the possibility of political actioal such as using their vote. The answers in the
different categories are summarized below:

Question, "’What can you.~ do to help. the    Irish Survey. "British Survey.
economic ’situation ?" ’~ ’. Percentage of 4~5 Percentage of 216

respondents Who said responden~ who said
"yes" to the main "yes" to the main

question question
Answers from respondents who felt they
could make a contribution through their
work:

Can promote efficiency, increase produc-
tion, keep down costs, promote exports :. 9"o

Can do a better, more efficient job        I8~2 "
Can continue to do a goodj0b 6:7
Can work harder, work lofiger hours 18.9

Answers from respondents who felt they
could help as consumers:

Can buy Irish/Buy British 23.4,,Can save or not squander IO.1

Answers from r’espondents who mentioned
political action:

Can use my vote, get rid of the Govern-
ment

Other infrequent answers:

52 "8

33 "5

°I . ~ ¯

12"0

8"8
25"5

5I’4

9"7
11.6

2"5 6"0
II’2* 2i.3

I00°//o ioo%

*About half of these respondents gave fairly reasonable suggestions such as "refuse a
pay increase", "avoid strikes", "pay more taxes", "help on committees", etc; the
remainder gave vague or evasive answers.
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Itcan be seen that the most frequent:ideas’for, helping which OCcurred tothe
respondentswere connected with their job; Thus- about,half of:the men in’ the
two surveys who thought they could help mentioned contributions affecting the
quality or quantity of their work.-As regards consumer action ’34 per cent of the

445 Irish men who had given a positive answer felt they could do something byi
buying Irish goods Or by saving :money compared, witkonly 2 r.per cent of the
216 men in the,BritisE sample who amplified, their ~"yes"-answer by saying they
could buy British or save money.. Only. a. very Small minority in both surveys
mentioned their power asvoters .... " . ’~ ~ .- -~      , ~- ~ ~ .....

¯ . As regards¯ specific actionswithin the three categories:~t is~interesting t0 note
that the most frequent reply’from the Irish respondents Wasi~buy irish’), given
by almost a quarter Of the men who thought the3~ could heip, whiiethe mOst
frequent answer from the British respondents~ was "Work harder’~ or "work
longer hours", given by just over a quarter of the men who felt they could make
a contribution. One can sp.eculateon whether,the latter response is’a,reflection,
of the preValence of systematic overtime in Britain and whether the Irish
responsereflects asuccessful:"buy Irish" campaign’ ......

It will be remembered that in both S, urveys Less than half the respondents
considered that they could make a contribution. What~ of the: other’ men Who
felt they could not do anything to help and who represented more than:half
the sample in both cases? What reasons did they give for their belief, that’ they
could not do anything to help the economic situation ? When their responses to
the open-ended follow-up question ~/s to why they thOUghtthe~/!c6uld’hot’ do
anything were categorized it was found that Specificphrases’~cur~ffag~/in and
again, for instance "I don’t know what I could do" and most frequent of all "I
am not in a position to help"--a point made as a simple statement on its own,’
or amplified.by reasons such as having no scope in theirtype of work or having~

personal or family prob!ems. The answers suggest the existence of widespread
feelings of helplessness vis-a-vis economic problems; the ~economic situation
appears as something remote, something in the functioning of which the
individual as an individual, as an ordinary citizen, can exercise little infuence
or control. This feeling of being caught Up in eventswitho:ut~ l~6wer to influeriCe
them was perhaps most clearly expressed by those of the respondents who said
that as individuals they could not do anything to influence tl~e, econ0my but
that they might be able to do something if they formed gr0upstogether with
others,is It may also account for answers shifting the responsibility for action
on to someone else, such as the Government, employers, or trade unions. The
self-satisfied statement that they "were doing enough already" was made

ISIn the British survey for instance some of the housewives thought that as groups they might influence
prices.
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twice as often by British than Irish respondents. The distribution of the various
statements is presented below and requires no further comment:

Question: "’Why do you think you
cannot do anything (to help the
economic situation) ?

Answers from respondents who say they
are not in a position to help:
Not in a position to help
Not in a position to help because of my

job
Not in a position to help because of

family, money, other personal reasons
Not able to help as an individual
Don’t know what I Could do

Answers from respondents who say it is
the responsibility of Government,
management, trade unions

Answers from respondents who say they
are doing enough already

Other infi’equent answers

Irish Survey.
Percentage of 547

respondents who said
"no" to the main

question

British Survey.
Percentage of 404

respondents who said
"no" to the main

question

26.0 io.6

I9-2 I5.3 ¯

i7.6 6.4
3"3 9"7

I 3/__.~3 79"4 iS.i 6o.i

6.6 3"5

8.6 20.5
5"5* I5’8

ioo% ~oo%
*5 of these respondents said they could not do anything except "work harder"; this

method of helping had not occurred to them in the first instance.

For comparing the views of sub-groups the answers to the question whether
respondents themselves could do anything to help the economic situation were
related to length of respondents’ education (Table 22), social grade (Table 23)
and occupation (Table 24), all inter-related variables and all equally relevant
here insofar as education is a gateway to jobs falling into the higher social
grades and offering the individual more scope and responsibility.

TABL~ 22: Views of respondents as to whether they could do anything to help the economic
situation, related to their age of finishing fuU-time education

"Gan you do anything to help Age of finishing full-time education
the economic situation

yourself?" z4 or under z5-z6 z7-z8 z9 or over

% % % %
Yes 28"7 40"5 51 "9 67"5
No 58.6 52"5 43"3 29"3
Don’t know I2"7 7" I 4.8 3’3

Total IOO~/o I00% IOO% IOO%

N-----425 N=326 N=2o8 N=I23
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TABLE 23: Views of Irish’and British respondettts in different~so’dal graddas th’whether.tliiy
~ could do anything to help the economic ,situation. .... : :~’,

"Canyou’do any-
thing tohelp t~ :,
economic situation
yours elf?’~ " .

Yes
No
Don’t know

Total -

Irish :, iespondents
~" AB ..... Gz , .~ C2 DE

O/o:/0% o;6~.9 43.8 ’ 29"8
35"7 46"4 47"3 58.6

2.4 4.8~ 8.9 ~ 1.6

IOO% IOO% " IOO% ’ IOO%
N--x68 N i68 N--258 N-~49o

British" respondents, (x 969)
AB Cz ~,"’;;-C2" " "!DE"

" 0      " 0 0 O

47"5’ ;~i 30:31 30,q ,, 73"i
44"9 .... 6~;i- ’61,3 " 62~’8

7’6 .... 7’6~s .... :8.6:" ii~.i

TABLE ~4: Manual and non-raanual workers’ views on= VotietN~:2N) ~ Cg~Id2 do’ anythlii~g, ltO. help
.. " tl~economic situation. ~ ................ .................

"Can you do anything to
help the economic situation

yourself?"

Non:manual
workers

:- %
Yes 56"7
No - 39"6
.Don’t know ..... , 3"7

: ~- :,,., ~ ~, Maiiual. Workers, ~ ...... :,-~)’

Skilled :’"’semi-shUt’led ~ " : ~Unskilled" ’:~’~"~
"0 ~,

43"4 ...... 36,’2-~,..:,,~ ~3:3 ....
47"8 53~3 6~’5’

8.8 ~o.o ~4.~

It can be, seen. that Table 22 reveals a strong assoclatlon,between:length..of
education imd. the : answers. The ,ionger,/the:educafion .,ireceiyed,, ithe higher~
was the percentage Of rksp0nd.enicS,wh0, f¢it ~ab[e’.to do is~metMng ~tg, help- and
viceversa:iTable ~3, which:presen(s ti~e.eMdencelfdr~.b0}~ithe iirisi~i.and/the
British su~eys~ isimilar!y’rev.eals a-ci0sel relafi0nship i~etween:.tlle, answers; arid
respondents’ soc’ial grade, with therespondents insocial grade )kB most inclined
to say that they c0uld do something and the men:in social grade .DE least

As regards the replies Of manual i:and-n0n2manuat,workers,--the picture
emerging from" Table ~t is, similar,tO the one obtained frmii:tllg:’s0cial’grade
analysis, but it provides additional information on the differenc~ iE"tii~’ i~6)2
ception of skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled workers in that. a much :higher
percentage of skilled than unskilled workers felt they Could make a contribution
to the economic Situation. Also" more semi-skilled than unskilled workers felt
they could do something.: What kind of help the manual and, non,manual
workers envisaged giving can be ’seen in Table ~5. ........ :. ;

a’It needs to be remembered that fewer British respondents had given the answer "yes" and this is
reflected by the different levels in the percentages in die breakdown in. Table ~3. .
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TABLE 25 : Manual and non-manual workers’ perception of whether and how they could help
the economic situation.

(a) Ways in which respondents
thought they could help the
economic situation:

Can promote efficiency, increase
production, ke~p down costs,
promote exports

Can do a better job, can continue
to do a good job*

Can work harder, work longer
hours

Can buy Irish/save or not
squander* ’           :"

Can use my vote, get rid of the
Government
Other infrequent answers

(b) Reasons why respondents thought
they could not do anything to
help:

Am not in a position to help/
because of job/because of family,
etc.*

Don’t know what I could do
It is the responsibility of the

Government, management, trade
unions

Am doing enough already
Other infrequent answers

(c) Respondents who did not know
whether they could do anything
to help:

Total

Non-manual workers      Manual workers

%         %

8"I

I3"4

7"5

2I’2

I’")

5"3
56.7

27"4
I’6

4"4
3"4
2.8

39"6

?1"9

9"6

0"9
4"I

35"2

34"7
9.o

2"7
5"1
2"3

53 "8

3"7 i i.o

100% 100%
N--32I N=69I

*Combined categories.

The percentages in Table 25 reflect the differences already noted in the
percentage of positive and negative replies received from non-manual and
manual workers. Perhaps the most interesting point is that the evidence suggests
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that people in occupations which require more education, training and skill
and which involve more responsibility~that is in occupations which offer more
scope for individual endeavour--are aware ofs0me of these opportunities, such
as that they can promote efficielfcy. This means there are forces here that could
be harnessed to the advantage of the Irish economy.

Next, it appeared important to explore how people would respond tO
opportunities which are clearly spelt out, such as are" offered, for instance, by
productivity agreements. The pilot studieshad revealed that the Word ’.’produc-
tivity" presented considerable problems of comprehension, and the term
"productivity agreements" still greater ones. Even in~ G’reat Britain; where
productivity agreements had been part of the official Wicksand ificomes policy
since I965, it was found*0 in May~ 1969 that 38 per cent of the men working
full-time either, said they had never heard the phrase, or could not give it any
meaning, and only 6per cent showed-a really go0d grasp ofwhavis involved.

A simply worded question was~ therefore used to explore respondents’
willingness to co-operate in some kind of productivitydeal. This was presented
to respondents on a card and read as follows: ..... -: : ¯

"In return for extra money would you be willing or not willing to .do any of the
following?

Would work longer hours
Would do more diffcult work ........
Would agree to a different way of doing my work
Would not be willing to do any of these for extra money.
Don’t know"                            . ~

The answers revealed that the vast majority of respondents (79 per cent) said
they were willing to do something for extra money and only 19 per cent were
not willing to take any of the suggested courses of action; a very small group of
2 per cent were undecided. A number of men (8 per cent) said they were
willing to do several of the things suggested. Taking this into account, it was
found that 35 per cent of the respondents were willing tO work longer hours,
28 per cent were willing to do more difficult work and 29 per cent were willing
to agree to a different way of doing their work.              ¯

The three types of changes in this question may be described as,"wage-work"
bargains. Of these, working longer hours represents a traditional type of change
affecting the quantity of work done while the other two changes involve the
quality of work and are therefore more in the nature of a productivity deal.
These results showed that 29 per cent of the men interviewed said they were
only prepared to adopt a change in the quantity of work in return for extra
money while 51 per cent were willing to adopt a change in the quality of their
work, thus opting for features which belong to productivity agreements.

a0See Hi Behrend et al., "Have you hear&the phrase ’Productivity Agreements’ ?", op. tit.
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Were any groups among the respondents particularly willing or unwilling to
enter into a wage-work bargain, and if willing what kind of bargain did they
choose~ These questions are examined in Tables 26 to 31. In these tables the
88 people who were willing tO adopt several changes are included in the counts
for each of the changes to which they agreed. This means that the percentages
add up to more than I oo.

TABLE 26*: Attitude of respondents in different age-groups to suggested wage-work bargains.

Attitude to taking part in wage-work
bargains

Respondents’ age-group

20-29 30-39 40-49 5o-59 6o-69

% % % %    %
Would work longer hours             3I" 1 34.6 40.6 35-0 29-6
Would do more difficult work 39.0 29"4 26"2 20.4 14.3Would work in a different way 26.8 40"4 30"5 23.3 16.2
Not willing to do any of these things 14.6 11.4 17"4 24.8 38. I
Don’t know o"4 1.2 I "9 3"4 4.8

Base f or percentages N=254 N=255 N=259 N=2o6 N=Io5
*The percentages in this and the following tables total more than IOO%. For

explanation see text.

TABLE 27: Attitude of respondents with and without dependent children to suggested wage-work
bargains.

Attitude to taking part in wage-work Respondents without Respondents with
bargains dependent children dependent children

Would work longer hours
Would do more difficult work
Would work in a different way
Not willing to do any of these things
Don’t know

% %
33"7 35"4
28.1 07.6
21.8 33"5
23.2 15.9

2.0 2.7
Base for percentages N-----4o9 N =675

TABLE 28 : Respondents’ age of finishing full-time education related to their attitude to suggested
wage-work bargains.

Attitude to taking part in wage- Respondents’ age of finishing full-time education.
work bargains

14 or under    I5-i6      I7-18    19 or over

% % % %
Would work longer hours 4°.0 34.6 3 I-7 22.0
Would do more difficult work 19"7 26"4 37.0 43"9
Would work in a different way 28.5 98.5 29.8 31.8
Not willing to do any of these things 2o-o 2o.9 15"4 13"8
Don’t know 1.2 I’5 3"8 9"4
Base for percentages N=425 N=326 N=2o8 N=I23
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TABLE 29: Attitude Of:respondents in different income,groups to suggested wage-work bargains.

........ Responden(s; income-- Ss per week
Attitude in taking paH in ’ z2 and Over i2 :Over z6 Over 2o Over 25 Over

wage-work bargains under up to z6 up to 2o up to 25 uP to 3o 30

% % % % % %
Would work longer hours     38.8 37.6 38.9 26.9 25"3 28’4
Would do more difficult

work 21 "8 ~ 23"3 23"8 3o" I 42"6 4o’9
Would work in a different

way 16"3 25"o 31"4 43"2 3o’6’ 32’3
Not wilting to do anyof

these things 22"5 23"6 18-1 13"7 Io’7 15"o
Don’t know , 2.3 I.O I.I 2"0 5’3 ¯ 3"1

Base for percentages N-=-I29 N=288 N--265 N=-I53,N=75 .N--I27

TABLE 30" Attitude of respondents in different ~social groups to suggested wage-work bargains.

Respondents’ socialgrade
Attitude to taking part in

wage:work bargains
~ ~

AB ~Ci C2 DE

%
Would work longer hours 27.4
Would do more difficult work 4o’6
Wouldworkin a:differentway ~ " 29;8
Not wiUi@ to do ~ny of these things i3~7
Don’t’kn0w .... 3"0

% % %
26"2 36"2. 39"6
42 "9 23"4 2o.6
36"9 : =33"5 27"3
i4"9 ’18.2 dl.8
4"3 ~1.2 t’4

Base for percentages N ~ 168 N--- 168 N--258 N--490

TABLE 31 :..Manual and non-manual workers’ attitude tol suggested wage-work~ bargains.

Attitude to taking part in wage-work bargains Non-manual Workers :Manual workers

Would work longer hours
Would do more difficult work
Would work in a different way      ~
Not willing to do any of these things
Don’t know ...........

%
26.2

..... ,41-7
_~ 28.7¯ , 15.0

3"7

%
38"4
9I’I

3o.o
,2o.3

i.4

Base for percentages : ~ N --321 N--691

Tables 26 to. 3 1 suggest, that the- factors which influence ,the :expressed
willingness to participate in a wage,work bargain dO not,all Work:in the same
direction. One set of factoi’s appears to’be financiaIneed and family responsibi-

lity which affects the urgencywith which extra mone~; is required; the Other set
appears to be connected With quicker appreciation of the opportunities offered,
particulaHy perhaps as regards the qualitative wage-work deaIs.     ’~
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Table 26, which relates the answers to age, thus reveals important differences
ill tile refusal rates, with 38 per cent of the men in the 60-69 age group saying
they would not be willing to do anything for extra money as compared with
only i I per cent in tile 3o-39 age group; which probably has the greatest
financial commitments and is at the same time physically more able to take on
extra work. Similarly, it was found that the refusal rates for households with no
dependent children was 23 per cent as compared to 16 per cent for those with
dependent children; among the latter group it was also found that a higher
percentage was willing to make more than offe change. One additional point
about age was that the 20=29 age group was the one which expressed the
greatest willingness to take on more difficult work.

As regards the other influences, it can be seen that compared with other
groups the refusal rates for taking part ill a wage-work bargain were somewhat
higher for the men who had received less education, who belonged to the lower
income groups, in particular to social grade DE, with manual workers somewhat
more inclined to refuse than non-manual workers. Allied to this finding were differ-
ences in the choice of wage-work bargains by those menwho did express a willing-
ness to co-operate. Here a higher percentage of the men who had received little
education, who had low incomes, and who were in manual work, particularly
in social grade DE, were willing to work longer hours than of those in the
other groups.

Conversely, compared with other groups a higher percentage of the men who
had received the longest education, whose incomes were above £25 per week,
and who were in non-manual employment (in social grade AB or CI) said they
were willing to do more difficult work.

As regards offers to do their work in a different way, the relationship seems
less clear-cut, with men in the £20-£25 income group, in social grade C2 and
in the 30-39 age group more inclined to choose this change than the other
groups.

When the wage-work bargain question was related to the more general
question iri this chapter, it was found that a third of the people who had felt that
they could do nothing to help the economic situation and 46 per cent of those
who did not know what they could do declared themselves willing to work
longer hours. A quarter of the "no’s" were willing to do more difficult work or
do their work in a different way. This suggests that spelling out more specifically
how help can be given, at the same time bringing benefits to the individual,
would produce a better response than general admonitions and appeals to
patriotism. Some of the problems of communication and motivation which are
involved are taken up in the following section.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The research results which have been presented in this paper are based on a
national sample survey which was carried out in the Republic of Ireland during
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theperiod 25th April to 6th May. 1969 and which explored the views of i,o84
adult male employees on a number of important issues cOnnected with problems
of pay and economic, welfare. The major objective.of the enquiry was tO
throw light on issues which are important for the development .of an incomes
policy in Ireland, a subject very much to ,the forefront at the present, time.

A first report published in August 197° presented the results with regard to.
views on pay-increases, fringe benefits and low pay, The present report describes
the evidence which relates to.the ~respondents’: perceptions of the: income-
structure and of the economic situation, and to the contributions respondents
thought they could .make to the ,Irish-economy. The .findings on each of the.
topics are summarized briefly below.: ’~           ’ ¯

Views on what would be fair pay for different occupations.        " .....
In the context of discussions on the need to contain :inflation by an incomes

policy, the NIEC tias drawn attention to theneed forc0nsensus on reasonable
differentials inks i965 and i97o reports~ In the latter it states :21 . . ~

’"As we made clear.in Report N0: IZI, it. Will be more difficult tO prevent
total money incomes from rising at an excessive ’rate if there does not exist,
general consensus: on what constitutes reasonable differences between
wages and earnings in different occupations, between wages and salaries,
and between wages and salaries and other kinds of income. The absence Of

-such consensus leads,to competitive attempts by Somegroups to amprove
their relative position, and:by other gr0ups it0 maintain’~their relative
~position, and, may merely create a new ~situation ,in which ¯all are as
dissatisfied as they were initially with their relative positions but!ifi which,
the general level of prices is higherand the level of employment lower.
From the economic point of view, inflexible :differential§ would: be ,un-
desirable. In the course of economic or Social change, it may become
necessary for good reasons to alter a previously agreed system of differen-
tials. We also pointed out in Rep0rt’No. I I that the difficulties’must not
be underestimated and cannot:be met merely by urging, at national level
that attitudes should change. Events in recent years leave no doubt about
the difficulties involved in reachingc0nsensus ondifferentials." : :

The inajor question raised by the NIEC is thus not concerned with the actual
level of pay (which after all changes with inflation)’ but with the question of
consensus on differentials, that is the question of how much agreemenI:~ Or
disagreement there ison relative positions in the pay-structure. Evidence on this
issue was obtained by open-ended questions asking how much men in eleven
selected occupations and in four occupational groups should be paid per week.
The replies named awide range of figures but the middle 5° per cent of each
set of answers was represented by a comparatively narrow range. Statistical

, ¯                 ¯ , :.,

2’See NIEC, op. cir., I97O, p. ~m. ’ ~ ’
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analysis of the amounts showed that on average the occupations and occupa-
tional groups were allotted the following positions in the pay hierarchy:

(a) Factory manager
School teacher
Electrician
Car assembly worker
ESB clerk
Bus conductor
Building labourer
Shop assistant
Hotel waiter
Railway porter
Agricultural labourer

(b) Skilled manual workers
Clerical workers (lower grades)
Semi-skilled manual workers.
Unskilled manual workers.

Next, the degree of consensus on these relative positions in the pay-structure
was investigated by a method of paired comparisons which examined for each
respondent whether he had given a higher, the same or a lower amount as
appropriate pay for occupation one, as compared with occupation two. This
revealed that there was an extremely high degree of consensus in all social
grades that skilled workers should get more pay than semi-skilled or unskilled
workers, and that lower grade clerical workers should get more than unskilled
workers. However there was considerable dissension over the position of the
clerical workers vis-a-vis the skilled workers, with a majority of 61 per cent of
the men in social grade C2~2 (mainly skilled workers) naming higher amounts
for skilled workers than for clerical workers, whilst only 41 per cent of the men in
social grade C I (intermediate non-manual workers) gave higher amounts for
skilled workers and 41 per cent gave the same amounts. As regards the eleven
occupations there was a very high level of consensus among the respondents,
whatever their social grade, on giving the highest place in the pay hierarchy to
the factory manager, the second highest to the school teacher and the third
highest to the electrician. However, there was also dissension, and this was most
apparent in comparisons involving shop assistants, hotel waiters, building
labourers and railway porters. The majority of the cases of dissension were
found to exist within each of the four social grades. However, there were also
some cases of disagreements between the grades; for instance, once again there
was lack of agreement on the position of clerical workers, as represented by the

2 ZFor a description of the composition oLthe social grades see Appendix A.
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ESB clerk. A majority of 72 per cent of the menin social grade :C2 placed the
electrician above the ESB clerk, compared ,with only 43 per cent of the men in
social grade CI.

Another finding showing up differences ~among Sub-groups related to the
level of pay which was considered appropriate’ for each occupation. On this it
was found that proportionately more men in the~higher social grades (and thus
also in the higher income brackets)tendedi C0 give above average amounts (i.e.
amounts above the sample median) for mosti bUt not all, of the occupations.
Getting down to further details, compari§en 0fthe median amounts for the
answers of each social grade also revealed:ifiteresting featiares relating to the level
of pay considered appropriate for the different 6ccupalti0ns. Looking first at the
medians for the lowest rank in the pay hierarchy, that is the unskilled workers
(and among them agricultural labourers~, it Was foundthatthe average views
of the four social grades all fell withir/=a: feW’decimal points of £ 15. The average
views for fair pay can thus be seen to have envisaged a shortening of the pay-
structure based on bringing the 10wer :iiic0me-g~ihup; up: to £I5 per week.
However, it should be notedtliat t6 bring the agrietiRural Workers’ rates which
were current at the time of tt/e*sur~)ey" Up tO thisfigur6 would have involved an
increase of £3 to £3 Ios. The ;r2th wage,r0ur/d’riiay~have reduced this margin
meantime but there would appear to have been a gap here between what
workers at the .bottom of the pay-structure received and what the general
pu}~l{d-iCelt wouid i~e fairl This point may be iinked with~ tilde Suivey findings
reported:in the prev[oul paper~ that tfi’e averagffamount cohi{dered fa~i for a
minimum w~/ie for~ a;=singl’e man’ was: ~I5 pe~:week, 23 higher than t[{e:median
of £ I2 for ’the s’arfipie’s’#iews as ~to What d0nstituied]ewar pay.’::; ":~:":i":~ "

While, on, average, the men in the~ four social grades.were: thus’agree’d on:aft
amoun( for ihe b0ttoi:n ~end of the i~ay-sfruciur¢ thele’~as liltie agreement
between them onthfi amount appropriate i"01~’the oecupkt{b/1 ~hich"came dUt
in first positiOn, there being d £~0 a W~ek’differencebet~veen; the average vieWs
of themen in social grades ABand DE as to whfft v)0uid’ be fair :pay f0i: a
factory manager. For teachers , the ’corresponding :d{ffereh~e was, £8. The
evidence Suggests that’on a;eerage the ’higher a pers0n’s"inc~me;~tlle~gi:ea~er
were ’the ~differentiais censidei~ed failat the ui~per end Of the:inc6me2structu’re.
It Would thus appear tha~"the im~ige oftl~e’pay:structure 0-f~he~ meniin :sperm
grades AB and C i (and in ~he-higher’inc0me brackets)embra~ed,a wlderi ange
0t" incomes than that of tl~e mefi in Sdc{ai grades C2’ "and IJE, wh0se’hii~ge
appeared toinvoh(e a marked Shortening:at the tgp as weiias’a~t !he b6ftomof
the pay-structure ........

OVerall tile evidence further suggests tI/ata certain prei~ortion~0f the
respond’ents fended tO give¯ in their ~mswers ’so/newl~at highe~ ~t~gfires for their
own or kindred groups thar~ for non-kindi~ed g~oups. ’

’A morepers0nal:’question bn views ab0u[.fai~"pay’fori~d~i’fferent occupations
explored res~bndents’ ideas 6ia inequities in tl~ l~ay-strhcture Oftheorganisati~n

~See first report, pp. tit., p. 47.
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for which they worked. This revealed that nearly half the men in the sample
felt that there were some groups of people at their place of work who were
receiving less pay than they should. When asked what job these people were in,
nearly two-thirds of the men named other people’s jobs and about one-third
mentioned their own job, with semi-skilled men most inclined to do this. The
most frequent reason given for stating that people were underpaid was the cost
of living, given by 37 per cent of the men asked this question, while 18 per cent
mentioned comparison with others. Compensation for hard work, or long hours,
or unpleasant features of the work situation were considered inadequate by 24
per cent of the men, and rewards for responsibility, education or training by
8 per cent.

Views on the economic situation
To explore respondents’ views on the economic situation they were asked

whether they thought they could afford a better living at the time of the survey
than a few years back or not. The responses revealed the important finding that,
while just over half the sample thought that their standard of living had
improved over the last few years, 31 per cent considered it had remained the
same and 17 per cent felt it had deteriorated. The picture of the standard of
living was found to be related to respondents’ circumstances in the sense that
the higher the income, the higher was the percentage of respondents who felt
they had a better standard of living than in the past. It is interesting to note that
in the middle income group (earning at that time £16--£2o per week) there was
still a slight majority of 54 per cent who felt they were better off, compared with
majorities who felt they were not better off, of 55 per cent in the £12-£16
group and 65 per cent in the group earning £i 2 or less; a quarter of the latter
felt that their standard of living had deteriorated. Examination of respondents’
social grade and occupation, factors which are closely inter-related with
income, provided a similar picture. For instance, 60 per cent of non-manual
workers (and 61 per cent of the men in social grade AB) thought they had a
better living now, while 58 per cent of the unskilled workers (and 55 per cent
of the men in social grade DE) felt they did not have a better living.

Although our evidence shows that answers were related to respondents’
income level, we are not in a position to judge whether the responses reflect
factual or only perceived differences between their past and present standards
of living. It has been shown elsewhere24 that it is often only a perceived differ-
ence because many people judge the reasonableness of present prices (and
therefore of the cost of living) by comparison with past prices--a necessarily
unfavourable comparison in times of inflation; they often do not take account
of the fact that their incomes have also risen, in many cases faster than prices.

Also, the lower paid worker who is constantly struggling against odds to make
ends meet may find that a relative improvement in income enabling him to

~4See Hilde Behrend, "Price Images, Inflation and National Incomes Policy", Scottish J, ournal of
Political Economy, Vol. XIII, pp. 273-296, November 1966.
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buy a few things more makes no noticeable difference to his standard of living.
Moreover, he is least likely to receive service pay or promotion. One could argue
that there are certain income thresholds which need to be reached to provide
visible improvements in standards of living. Whatever the factual position
therefore (and it would be interesting to know whether the standards of
living of onlya limited section of Irish employees have improved in past years)
it is the perception of the situation which affects people’s outlook and their pay-
demands, and for this reason the finding that such large sections of Irish
employees/and in particular the lower paid, felt that they had no share in rising
standards of living is one which warrants attention. On the Other hand, the
finding that the majority of the better paid admitted to having better standards
of living is also of importance. It is worth relating it to two other findings in this
study.~ The first of these was that there were marked differences in expectations
between different income and occupational groups in the sample as regards the
size of their next pay-increase compared with their last one. The middle and
lower income groups were more inclined to say that they would receive larger
increases in coming negotiations while the higher income groups were more
inclined to say that they would receive smaller ones. A higher percentage of
manual than non-manual workers expected to receive a larger pay-increase;
conversely a higherpercentage of men in social grade AB than in social grades
C2 and DE expected less than inthe past. The Second finding was that propor-
tionately more men in managerial and: professional occupations and higher
income groups said that they were willing to hold back on their own. pay-
increases to let the lower paid workers get ahead. For instance, 55 per cent of
the men earning more than £3° per week declared that they were willing to
help in this way.

The picture whichi,thus emerges is One where the majority of the higher
income-groups, represented mainly by the higher non-manual occupations,
consider that they have a better standard of living than they had some years
back, do not expect that their income-increases will necessarily grow and seem
willing to concede that some income restraint and tapering of increases to help
the lower paid is acceptable.

How did the respondents’ views of their own economic situation (as reflected
by their perception of their standard of living) compare with their view of the
general economic situation,? To gain an insight into their opinions on the
prospects of the economy, respondents were asked whether lhey thought it
would become more difficult to sell Irish goods abroad in the next few years.
On this issue it was found that just under half the sample (48 per cent) thought
that Irish exportswould run into difficulties in the next few years; 42 per cent
were optimistic about thefuture of Irish exports, while io per cent did not
express an opinion. Yet the position of the Irish balance of payments had

s~See Hilde Behrend, Ann Knowles and Jean Davies, Views on Pay Increases, Fringe Benefits and Lower
.Pay; :Finclings from a. aVatio~udSample Survey, Paper No. 56~ Chapter 3, Economic and Social Research
Institutes Dublin x97o.
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deteriorated from a surplus of£i5 million in i967 to a deficit of £20 million in
1968 (the year preceding the survey), a. deterioration of £37 million, and was
in the process of further deterioration.~6

Nonetheless our evidence suggests that about 5° per cent of all male employ-
ees did not think in April 1969 that there was an Irish export problem and
that the maintenance of Ireland’s position in world markets required special
effort. There are a number of possible explanations. People may have been
naturally optimistic or they may not have understood the issues involved, or
have had insufficient information to make a correct judgment. For instance, the
balance of payments had been in surplus in 1967 and there may have been a
time lag in the information reaching people. The problem of communication
would appear to be particularly difficult in this area because the situation
changes with time. It would be easier to explain the problems of dependence on
exports to the average citizen if the situation were static; but there are consid-
erable fluctuations--at times the facts of the situation may not be unfavourable
and at others, as in 1965 and 197o, there are grounds for serious concern.

Examination of personal particulars revealed that there was a strong
association between education and the views on Irish exports; the longer the
men’s full-time education, the higher was the percentage who considered it
would become more difficult tO export Irish goods. A similar association with
education was found on the follow-up question which asked why the respondents
thought it would become more difficult to sell Irish goods. The longer the men’s
full-time education, the higher was the percentage giving as a reason "keener
competition", or "rising costs and prices", the most important variables named
in this context. 4° per cent of the men who had received the longest education
gave one of these two reasons compared with only 2o per cent of the men who
left school at the age of 14. The men who had received most education thus
appear to have been considerably more aware of the dangers which inflationary
forces presented,for the" Irish balance of payments than the men who had not
received much education.

An inter-related finding was that a higher percentage of non-manual workers

(57 per cent) than of manual workers (44 per cent) considered it would become
more difficult to sell Irish goods abroad; within the manual groups a higher
percentage of skilled workers than of unskilled saw difficulties ahead. Also a
higher percentage of non-manual workers (34 per cent) than of manual workers
(io per cent) gave as a reason "keener competition" or "rising costs and prices".

Overall, the evidence suggests that the view of the general economic situation
which was held by non-manual workers was less favourable than that held by
manual workers, and that of skilled workers less favourable than that of the
unskilled. This points to the paradox that the groups which were found to be
most inclined to express a favourable view with regard to their own personal
economic position (that is, their present standard of living) were also most
inclined to hold an unfavourable view of the general economic situation (that

eGSee NIEC, op. clt., I97o, p. 6.



is~ Of future export performance) while: tl/e men Who Werem0st"inclined tO feel’
that their own’ standard 0flivirig :waS’deteri0riiting ~were :als0 most inclitied to
state that exports would be all right. ’ ~ :’,~ "      :~: ’~ :’ :

Interpretation.of the terra "Incomes Policy’"         . :      ~ ....
The respondents’: interpretation of. the term. "incomes policy?’ was obtained

by asking~them whether theyhadever come,across the phrase and,, ifthey had,
by an 0pen-ended follow,up question: enquiring what the term "incomes
policy" meant to them. Probably the most important finding i0n this was that
over half the sample (54~ per Cent) said,they had ne;eer heard,the phrase, and
that 19’ per cent were Unable tO givethe terms valid meaning a!thougti they
had heard it. This showsthat~ in the spring 0f’ i 969, the vast majority of the
sample (73 per~cent):did, not appear to know what:iS meant, by :an.incomes
policy; furthermore, an additional 7:percent:had 0nly extremely vague notions
as to~what~the term involvedi Overall then,it may be said that the vastmajority
of the sample (8o per cent)didnot: really know whatan~ incomes policy was
about. Of the remaining 2 o per cent~ a small minority of 7 per cent Seemed to:be
well informed on, the subject. This suggests that in~ 1969~ the ,vast:majority:of
male employees "in Ireland had little ideaas~ to what an: incomes policy meant
and highlights,the communicationsproblemwhich exists on this matter. :

While the .Irish’ ptiblic~has 6nly been exposed t0 discussions on: an incomes
policy for a comparatively:short: period (and never to an official incomes policy),
it is interestingto note that, w serious,communications problemon this topic was
also found in Britain which introduced its first:official, incoir/es~policy of wage-
restraint as long ago as 1948: Yet in a nationM sample~survey::conducted in
February 1966 (when norms for income-increases .o£ 2½% and later3 to 3½%
had been~ a :part~ of official:inc0mes ,policies since: 1962) dt~was found:tha’t over
half (53per cent): o[~the m~f/who were :working’ full-timewere unable to
describ6 the Government’s incomes policy or give a "valid~ meaning to it, and a
further 15 per cent of them were ill informed about ! it; : indicating , that a
majority of :68 per. Cent-.knew: nothing :or very ~little. ab0ut’~incomes policy.
However,: 15 per cent of the men gave clear and well,informed descriptions and
another 17:per Cent: clear,;butincomplete descriptiofis.i’The factidiat:’,the
percentage of well~inf0rmed men: :in.. the.’British survey was ;8 per cent i higher
than that in’ the Irish survey suggests on the:0n~ hand that greater contact with~
and exposure to,an incomes policy makes Some ii:npact on certain sections of the
public, but the evidence£or~the,rest of this British sample:ks welt as evidence
from a later survey :indicates how difficult it is to make people’ Understand an
incomes policy othei~ than a pay-freeze;~~    :: .... ’ "    . ~

Who:were the people who were well Or ill informed ?On this question ai:very
close association was found in ~both~ the Irish and the British surveys between

¯ 2*A survey of responses to the British pricesand incomes standstill introduced later in I966 showed
that this l~itter policy was Well unders~tood ~ind e0mmanded: support asan erhergency measure. See
Hilde Behrend, Harriet Lynch, Howard Thomas and Jean Davies, Incomes Policy and the Individual, Oliver
& Boyd, 1967.
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the length of respondents’ education and the quality of their answers on the
meaning of tl~e term "incomes policy"--the longer the education received, the
higher was the percentage among the respondents who were well informed and
vice versa. An inter-related finding which again applied to both surveys was
that the highest percentage of well informed respondents belonged to social
grade AB representing professional workers, senior and middle management
and higher civil servants, and the highest percentage of uninformed men were
in social grade DE, mainly semi-and unskilled~workers. This evidence, as well
as that from an occupational breakdown, suggests that non-manual workers
have a better understanding of the term "incomes policy" than manual workers.
Finally it was found that respondents living in Dublin were better informed on
incomes policy than respondents living elsewhere in Ireland.

These findings (and there is little’ reason for believing that the situation has
changed Significantly since I969)are particularly important because of the
discussions about incomes policy which are taking place at present in Ireland.
They show up that attention needs to be focussed on providing comprehensible
information about the nature and aims of any incomes policy which is agreed
upon.This is especially important because the implementation and effectiveness
of an incomes policy depends very much on its acceptance and support by
everyone. Not only is every individual in some way affected by the policy but
he intUrn can influence its success and the economic issues which it tries to
deal with through his behaviour ~at work as well as through his behaviour as
a consumer and investor. In particular the success of an incomes policy depends
on the co-operation of wage and salary earners. One can argue that the
individual’s co-operation Can only be won if he considers the measures necessary
and feels that he has a contribution to make.

Respondents" perception of whether and how they could help the economic situation
In this context it appeared pertinent to find out whether respondents felt

they could make a positive contribution to the prosperity of the economy.
They were therefore asked whether they thought that they themselves could do
anything to help the economic situation; those who answered "yes" were then
asked what they could do, and those who had answered "no" were asked why
they thought they could not do anything to help. This revealed that a majority
of 59 per cent of the sample did not see any way in which they could contribute
to the improvement of the country’s economic situation, while the other 41 per
cent said they they could do something. Although it is difficult to evaluate
whether one should consider this a reasonable response, the finding compares
favourably with responses given by a British sample at the same point of time
in which a majority of 69 per cent of the men working full-time saw no way in
which they could help, and less than a third of the men thought they could do
something.

Once again on this question a very important finding was a close relationship
between the length of the respondent’s education and his answer. The longer the
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education the respondents l had received, the higher was the percentage who
said they could :make a contribution to helpsthe economic situation. An inter-
related finding was that non-manual workers, and especially those in social
grade AB, were more inclined to say’"yes" than~,manual workers,;-among the
latter, skilled w0rkers:were considerably more :inclined t0say;:they~c0uld do
something than unskilled Workers .... . : .... i~,~

¯ Comparison with thelmen’s vieWs,on their standard of living reveaied.another
interesting~findingwhich was that of the people.who thought that they,could
help the economic situation, proportionately more (60 per cent) said their
standard of living:had improved than of the men,who feltlthey could do nlothing,
of whom 0nly 47per cent :thought their standard of living had, risen. Fur~ther,
only 39 per cent of the men, who were uncertain whether.they coulddo anything
to help thoughttheirstandard of living had improved, This raises the question:
Does increased prosperity increase .an individual’s readiness tolmake a~ Con-
tribution? Or are the people who are:prepared to make a contribution theones
who are most actively engaged, in working to ~,improve their standard of li,~ing?

As regards ways, of~ helping the economy, about half the answers from the
men who had given a p0Sitive:reply-mentioned contributions,affecting the
quality or quantity of their work,:an area in which the,opportunities to make_a
contribution vary considerably with:the type of~work,.A third-of the~resp0ndents
mentioned consumer action, such as ~buying Irish goods (mentioned by23 per
cent) or saving, and a very smallminority their power,.as:yoters. ~

As regards reasons fOrnot being able :to help;i~the main~responses were, "I am
not in a position to:help’! and~"I don’t- know what-I could do~’. The answers
suggest that there existed a :widespreadfee!ing of helplessness vis-a-vis~ economic
problems; the economic situation appeared tO be s0methingremote, in the
functioning of which the individual as an individual could exercise little
influence or control ..... ~      ¯ ~ , , ~ .....

Another survey question spelt out:ways in which an individual could help
by asking whether respondentswo,uld be willing or not~ tolmake certain changes
at work in return for-extra money. The: choices offered .in this wage-work
bargain question were tO work longer hours, to do more difficult work or tO do
work in a different way.fin reply, the, vast majority of~the respondents .(79 per
cent) said that they were willing to do something!for, e xtram0ney ~hi!e ! 9 ,per
cent were not prepared to take any of, the suggested courses of action, and 2 per
cent were undecided. Anumberofmen expressed a:wil!ingness to do several of
the things suggested. Taking this into account, it was .foundthat 35 per: cent of
the respondents Were willing t0 Work longer hours,/that~ is ~to adopt, a Change
affectingthe quantity of w0rkdone. As:regarded the suggested changes in the
quality of work (which:represent features ~ of productivity agreements)~ 28 per
cent of the men were willing to domore difficult work, and~ 29 per cent to do
their work in a different way.                                      ~ .. :

Among sub-groups it was found that,the 3o-~39 age-group showed the highest
willingness, toadopt one or more of the changes for extra money,* probably
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because financial commitments are often greatest at that period of a man’s life.
Similarly there were indications that married men with children were more
prepared than other men to take up the chance of earning extra money. As age
increased, proportionately more refusals to do anything for extra money were
recorded. Another rather different factor operative in producing positive or
negative responses seemed to be connected with an ability for speedy apprecia-
tion of the opportunities offered, particularly by the non-traditional productiv-
ity deal types of change. An absence of this ability may account for the finding
that men who had received less education, who belonged to the lower income
groups, to social grade DE, andwho lived in rural areas were somewhat more
inclined than others to refuse to take part in a wage-work bargain, and those
of them who did express a willingness to co-operate were more inclined to opt
for working longer hours than men in the other sub-groups. As regards opting
for the productivity type deals, the men who had received the longest education,
whose incomes were above £25 per week, and who were in non-manual
employment were the ones who expressed themselves most prepared to do more
difficult work, while the men in the £20-25 income group, in social grade C2
(that is, mainly skilled workers) and in the 30-39 age-group were the men most
inclined to opt for doing their work in a different way in exchange for extra
money.

The very favourable responses to the wage-work bargain question must be
seen in the correct perspective. There is a gap between an expression of readiness
to respond to an economic incentive and translating the readiness into action.
The problem is not just that some respondents may have felt that they ought not
to say "no", but rather that we do not necessarily know how to translate
genuine willingness into action. It may require inspiration, leadership and
specific managerial qualities to harness it, and success would very much depend
on the amount of extra money offered.

Concluding Comments
The findings in this report show up that large sections, particularly of the

lower paid, of Irish employees considered that their standards of living had not
improved in recent years or had even deteriorated’---a feeling likely to give rise
to pay-demands. To offset inflationary pressures from such demands, as the
NIEC has pointed out, other groups need to be content with smaller pay-
increases; and the findings that many respondents with incomes above £25
felt that their standards of living had improved over recent years and said they
were willing to hold back on their own pay-increases raises the hope that the
better-off might be willing to support an anti-inflationary incomes policy
which does at the same time try to improve the lot of the lowest paid. Since
in addition there was a fair degree of consensus on what constitutes low pay
and on what would have been (in April 1969) fair pay for the unskilled workers
it appears feasible that agreement on such a policy could be reached.

More generally, however, we believe that the success of an incomes policy
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depends on recognition by the .general public that such,a policy.is not only
desirable but necessary. On this dimension the survey results show up serious
communication gaps: not only dick half the respondents not appreciate the
vulnerability of the Irish export position in worldmarkets, butthe vast majority
of them also had noclue as to the meaning: and objects of an income~ policy.
Nor did the majority ,of them see any way. in .which they personally could do
anything to help,the country’s economic position,~ although, :when specific
wage-work bargains (as ways 0fimpr0ving output) were:put before :them, the
vast majority expressed a read’mess t0 participate in such bargains,, ::,~

¯ The results showup clearly ~the prob!ems 0f communication in, the dispersal
ofinformati0n about economic problems andeconomic policies. They indicate
the r01e education can play in bridging the ; gap, since the people who ~had
received thelongest educati0n tended to: !~e better informed ,than ;the men who
had received the,mhfi’mumcompuls0ry education. However; educati0n is not
the 0niy,important requisite for effective communication. Motivating people to
listen is even more :important, since exposure: t0~informationby itself is!often
not enough. Once a person’s, attention has been caught it is important that the
information is presented in a form which is easily understood, and which ,re!ates
the economie problems meaningfui!y to everyday life, so that it can be seen! that
incomes policy is not something abstract and remote but something, closely
connected with the consumers’ Problem ,of rising prices,, and,that the resources
necessary to,~ncrease not merely monetary incomes:but,real:incomes ~can only.
be created by. raising productivity.:, ~,.~.~ .. i::.. ~i ....; .... :~.~ .: ~ ,:, ;,~:. :.. .-~

¯ ~ .... ..,~            ;, .’~:~       i: ..... . "i ’_,~;       ¯ " L/,: ’ , .     ¯ !:i        .,

;,~ : APPENDIX A:~.:: ¯ .... :

Note on Social Grading and IncomeGlassification .... ,,

( I ) Social Grading : ~ ,¯ , j ~
Classification Of respondents by, s0cial grade provides; a, useful,,method of

taking account of, both economic and speial, factors, ~when~analysing:!survey
results. The ;grad’rag method adopted in this! survey .uses four ,grades, based
mainlyonoccupation and income, andwasdone:on comp!eted,,questionnaires
in Edinburgh in conjunction with~ a: member of the :Economic and Social
Research Insfitute.i The four sccial grades:used may he,described as follows::

SocialG, r ad¢ -i: .... : ,:, : , ; : ...... , " ’,~,::" i: ,
.... AB Professional workers, senior,, and middle ~management, civil

: , servants in administrative, executive land similar:grades.; :?
C] ~Mainly n0n~manual :workers c~rrying out less important.~ad-

:: ~ rrfinistrative, supervisory and.c!erical jobs. ::! : .... ~ ,, ~: : , ~
C2 ..... Mainlyskilled manual;workers.~ ,~. :i~ +;i~:;:: ~: .... : ;i

,,,, DE Mainly semi-skilled and unskilled manual, workers., ,~
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(2) Income Classification
While the social grading was carried out by the research team, the income

classification is that of the respondents, and was obtained by asking: "Could
you give me an idea of your own weekly earnings or your salary before
deductions?" The respondent was then shown the following card and asked to
indicate which group he fell into.

Weekly Earnings or Salary Before Deductions.

£8 and under Under £416 I

Over £8 up to £I2 £417_ £624 2

,, £I2 ,, ,, £16 £625--£832 3

,, £16 .... £20 £833--£1,°4° 4

,, £20 .... £25 £1,°41--£1,3°° 5

,, £25 ,, ,, £3° £I,3OI--£I,56o 6

" £3° £1,561+ 7

(3) Relation of Income to Social Grade
The distribution of the evidence obtained in this survey is presented below:

Respondents’ Respondents’ Income £s per week
Social
Grade 12 and Over I2 Over 16 Over 2o Over 25 Over

(4) under up to 16 up to 20 up to 25 up to 3° 3°
Don’t
know

Refused

% .... % .% ~._ % ..... % % ...... %
AB o.o 1.4 2"3 i 1.8 38.7 80.3 i9.ICx 4"7 6"9 17"o 28.8 32.0 II.O 31.9
C2 9"3 18.1 38"9 37"9 17"3 8"7 I9"1
DE 86.o 73.6 41.9 21.6 12.o o.o 29"8

Total lOO% lOO% lOO% lOO% lOO% lOO% lOO%
N=I29 N-----288 N=265 N=I53 N=75 N=I27 N=47
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APPENDIX B. :: ......

Details of statistical:measUres for Tables i and 4 "�elating to~ respondents" Views as to the
amountper week WhiCh :should be paid to people "in, different o~cupations.

Statistical measures for Table: x;

Lowest Highest
Lower Upper..Quartile Standard Skew: amount amount

Occupational groups Mean Median quartile quartile difference deviatiotz hess named named

£ £ £~ £ £ : £ £
Skilled workers      2o.2 19,9 18.2 22.o 3.8 4,o2 1,66 lO 6o
Clerical workers 18,3 17,9: 15.9 ~o,5 4-6 4.o4 o.8o 8 35

(lower grades)
Semi-skilled workers 16,6 x6,I x5,I 18"5 3’4 3"00 0"98 8 32
Unskilled workers    I4-9 14,8 13,7 16-6 2"9 2"76 o’76 6 3o

Statistical measures for Table 4.

........ Lowest Highest
Lower : Upper Quartile Standard Skew- amount amount

Occupation Mean Median quartile quartili difference deviation hess named named

£
Factory manager 35" 1
School teacher - 25,6
Electrician 2 x ,8
Car assembly worker 19"7
E,S,B, clerk 19:6
Bus conductor x 7,8
Building labourer x 7"2
Shop assistant 16,6
Hotel waiter 16,5
Railway porter 16,o
Agi’icultural

labourer i5,4

£
34"5
24,8
20,4
19"6

I8"5
x 7,6
16"7

.16,2
15’915.5

I5"I

£ £ £
30"0 40"5    lO"5
2o’4 3o~3¯ ~’:’9"9’
20.0 25"I 5"7
17"5 20"9 3"4
16.6 22.x 5"5
x6.x 20"2 4"1
i5.5 20.0 4"5
15.o 18.8 3.8
I4,5 18"8 ¯ 4’3
14"7 I8"2 3"5

I4"X 17"5 314

xo’66
7:62
4"Io
3"79
4"65
3 "o5
2 "90

3 "46
3"95
2,99

3"02

I "60
i.~24
I "00

1"16

I "0o

1 "24
0.86
o’73
I "02

x .26

¯ 0;74

,£
IO

: i(~¸- . _

IO

_ 8,-

IO

9
IO

6
’ 6

6

£
98
77
5°

4°

4°

4°
31
35
4°

4°

31

¯ 2             (:
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Descriptions of Incomes Policy given by men working full-time in a British
sample survey conducted in February ±066.

Group A--l/Vell informed

Answers showing a clear idea of the essence of the
British Government’s incomes policy and of the
relationships between some of its key features, e.g.
"Is a measure to ensure that any rise in income

is matched by a similar rise in productivity"
"Control incomes in order to keep prices stable"

Group B--Less specific but relevant

Answers displaying some idea of the objectives of the
policy but no knowledge of inter-relationships
between its key features, e.g.
"A policy to stabilise cost of living"
"Control incomes"

Group C--Vague and somewhat incorrect but not wholly irrelevant

Answers showing an awareness of one or more of the
economic factors involved but often misinterpreting
the policy, e.g.
"Freeze wages"
"Keep the income parallel with the prices"

Group D--Wholly incorrect, meaningless or no answers

Answers where respondents had never come across
the phrase or were unable to give any valid meaning,
e.g.
"Cannot describe it"
"A form you get that tells you what you should

have or what you shouldn’t"

Number of Percentage of
respondents 5 I3 respondents

%

85 i6.6

77 I5"O
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